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Earth and Space Sciences

This thesis develops the requirements of a low-cost spacecraft mission to the Sun-Earth
Lagrange point L4 and L5 to search for Earth Trojan asteroids, and develops and demonstrates a
specialized communication system needed to facilitate such a mission. Asteroids serve as time
capsules into the historical past of our solar system, and have been critical components to our
understanding of the formation and evolution of our solar system. A subset of Earth co-orbital
asteroids, Earth Trojans, being close to our home can help us understand things like the
conditions present during Earth’s initial formation or the Moon-Earth formation impact theory.
Considering there is only one identified Earth Trojan asteroid, 2010 TK7, and the fact that
numerical analysis and additional searches support a population of at least one hundred Trojans,
a dedicated mission is well warranted. With the Earth Trojan asteroid regions particularly
difficult to view when using Earth-based telescopes, an alternative approach is described herein:
send a small low-cost spacecraft, called a CubeSat, directly to these regions for in-situ imaging.
CubeSats present a paradigm shift in spacecraft development and are beginning to offer a
new low-cost and highly accessible regime to Earth and space science. CubeSats are small,
typically 1-10L and 1-10kg, and leverage the recent miniaturization of smartphones and their

related technologies. The result is that in the past 10 years CubeSats have proven themselves to
be invaluable for carrying out Earth-based science missions at a fraction of the cost using
traditional methods. And more recently CubeSats have begun to leave Earth orbit, such as
providing an auxiliary communication relay role on the latest NASA Mars mission.
With ever increasing fiscal pressures limiting the development of planetary probes,
developments herein lay the groundwork for an Earth Trojan prospecting mission costing less
than $500,000. This mission is facilitated by the developments of a compact communication
system described in this thesis that includes: (1) low-cost application of high-gain reflectarray
antenna technology to the CubeSat form factor, and (2) low-cost and low-risk design technique
development of radio frequency circuitry needed to interface with the antenna. Furthermore,
development of a CubeSat demonstrator mission was undertaken, called the HuskySat-1,
providing proof of concept implementations of these technologies as well as additional
technological innovations required to support a deep space mission to the Earth Trojans. The
HuskySat-1 successfully deployed into a low-Earth orbit on January 31, 2020 with operational
success.
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Chapter 1. Sun-Earth Trojans
1.1 Solar System Formation
This section provides an overview of the formation of our solar system with emphasis on
general material transport, compositional stages, and formation of the inner planets. Today’s
understanding of the solar system relies on ideas developed from the 15th to 20th century by
Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Descartes, Maxwell, Buffon, and Kuiper [6]. The overall
theme of their inquiries were trying to answer: were the planets and the sun formed together? Do
the planets consist of material that originated in the sun or are they interstellar material? Through
the use of ground based telescopes, we continued to discover new objects as well gather more
information of known objects. These observations demonstrated that all planets rotate in the same
direction around the sun and all planets have nearly circular orbits.
Our solar system began formation 109 years ago starting as a large gas cloud, called a
nebula. In 1796 Pierre-Simon Laplace showed that a large and dense enough spherical nebula
contracts under its own gravity, and as it does its rotational velocity increases [53]. As the spinning
increases the shape flattens out into a disk. This process resulted in an accretion disk [6]. Today
we can observe this by the overall regulatory of the planets and their moons which are all nearly
coplanar [6].
Temperature distribution began to play an important early role, with temperatures closer to
the sun prohibitive for ice particle formation. Compositionally, water, methane, troilite, pyroxene,
and corundum were present and whose concentrations varied with the distance from the Sun’s
location. The effect of temperature distribution can be observed today by the fact that the inner
planets are primarily composed of rocky and metallic material whereas the outer planets are
1

primarily gaseous with their moons primarily ice [1]. Overall temperatures began to increase due
to inhibition of radiative cooling by the increasing protoplanetary disk density. Temperatures
peaked at ~2000K at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun as indicated by meteor evidence [1]. The
result of this heating was the breaking up of existing dust resulting in enhanced transparency
therefore allowing radiative cooling to begin lowering temperatures. As the temperature dropped,
new compounds and dust were formed [1].
Accretion began through the process of coagulation with dust condensing into larger
pieces. With mutual gravitational attraction too small to bring these small particles together, this
process is primarily driven by collisions and is therefore highly dependent on initial dust densities
[1]. However, much of this initial dust was blown away when the Sun went through a violent
change transitioning from a protostar to a T Tauri star. This transition is demarcated by the switch
over point from being fueled from thermal energy generated from gravitational contraction to
being fueled by nuclear energy. Violent stellar winds blew out all bodies smaller than ~10m from
the solar system. It is therefore understood that any resulting material within our solar system
today, must have previously formed into bodies greater than ~10m before the T Tauri phase began
[1]. This also suggests that any pieces today less than ~10m were created after the T Tauri phase
through collisional processes.
The leftover accreted material continued to increase in size to become planetesimals as
their size became ~10km and gravitational attraction became influential [1]. Continued collisions
and aggregation started to form planetary embryos [1]. Until now, the shape of objects was
believed to be lumped due to minimal self-gravitational attraction. As planetary growth continued
the gravity became strong enough to shape the object to a sphere which occurs at approximately
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~100km or larger [6]. For example, see Fig. 1.1 of 243 Ida which has an overall elongated shape
with a mean size of ~32km [55].

Figure 1.1: Asteroid 243 Ida Close up Taken by Galileo Spacecraft [54]

The formation of the inner planets formed from the solar nebula through the process of
accretion. The growth rate at this stage was centimeters per year [56]. Evidence from isotopes also
suggests later bombardments occurred from planetesimals originating from the outer solar system.
The leading theory of the moon's formation was that it was caused by a mars-sized collision with
the Earth. The ejected material, some of which originating from Earth’s mantle, reformed into the
Moon [6]. Asteroids, as discussed in the next section, have a played a key role in helping build this
story.

1.2 Asteroids
In 1801 Giuseppe Piazzi discovered a new object in the sky which at the time was thought
to be the “missing planet” lying between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter [6][46]. As discoveries of
additional objects continued, and by the mid-19th century the idea of the “missing planet” and
Titius-Bode law gave way to the modern idea of the asteroid belt. Giuseppe is credited for
discovering the first asteroid, called Ceres, which is just one of out of the main belts 105 asteroids
[6]. In 2006, Ceres was reclassified as a dwarf planet, and is the largest object in the asteroid belt
3

[59]. The main asteroid belt lies in a region 2 to 3.5 AU from the Sun between Mars and Jupiter,
see Fig. 1.2-1.3. It is a highly populated region with asteroids understood to contain leftover
remnants of planet formation. Asteroids representing leftover remnants, or planetesimals, are an
important part of current scientific understanding of the solar system’s formation since they
provide snapshots of the past solar system conditions during various formation stages. The main
belt is unique in that the region is so highly populated even today, whereas in other regions most
planetesimals went on to form planets. However, at this location they were never able to accrete
into a planet due to the continued gravitational perturbations caused by Jupiter. While there are
105 main belt asteroids today, it is believed that the population was once much greater, and that

perturbations by Jupiter ejected a high percentage of the initial population, which we can see the
result of today by the vast number of large craters on every solid surface we’ve inspected.
Planetesimals containing water were perturbed by Jupiter for a crash course towards Earth and are
thought to be our sole source of water [6].

4

Figure 1.2: Asteroid Belt [47]

Today there are an estimated 106 asteroids within our solar system with varying orbital
parameters. Generally orbital eccentricities are less than 0.3, and orbital distance and inclinations
are shown in Fig. 1.3-1.4 [9]. Data from Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Small Body Database
was used to create Fig. 1.3-1.5. The database contained 957481 asteroids, for which 136210 were
used in this analysis for having defined diameter, inclination, and semi-major axis information
[41].

5

Figure 1.3: Solar System Distribution of Asteroid Semi-Major Axis

Figure 1.4: Solar System Distribution of Asteroid Inclinations
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Figure 1.5: Solar System Distribution of Asteroid Sizes

While the precise initial conditions, sequence of events, and phenomenon of the formation
and evolution of the solar system, laid out in Section 1.1, continues to develop, asteroids serve as
a valuable resource in helping our understanding because they serve as time capsules into earlier
formation stages and subsequent dynamical evolution. Knowledge of their sizes, distributions,
morphologies, and cratering or fragmentation can help provide constraints for our computation
models. The Planetary Science decadal survey recognizes the following objectives for the
continued studies of asteroids [57]:


Understand pre-solar processes recorded in the materials of primitive bodies



Study condensation, accretion, and other formative processes in the solar nebula



Determine the effects and timing of secondary processes on the evolution of primitive
bodies



Assess the nature and chronology of planetesimal differentiation. Additionally, Earth
specific questions asteroids can help answer [30]:
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What accounts for the discrepancy between the ratio of crater density on the leading versus
trailing sides of the moon?



What role does the Yarkovsky-O'Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) effect have on
dynamical evolution models?
The scientific importance of asteroids are due to their prominent role in helping develop

our theories of solar system formation and dynamical evolution. Some of most early analysis of
the chemical composition and structure of asteroids came from those reaching Earth in the form
of meteorites and have been foundational to our understanding of the solar system. Another method
of obtaining samples are previously fallen meteorites [9]. For example, as of June 2020, 268
meteorites have been found on Earth and have been identified as having Martian origin [147].
Successful sample return missions include asteroid 25143 Itokawa from the Hayabusa mission
[148], comet 91P/Wild from the Stardust Mission [149], and lunar rocks and regolith [152].
Additionally, there are two asteroid sample return missions underway: JAXA’s Hayabusa2 has
already collected samples from asteroid 162173 Ryugu and is expected to return to Earth in late
2020 [150], and NASA’s OSIRIS-Rex is planning to return samples of asteroid 101955 Bennu in
2023 [151].
Asteroid compositions are classified into three groups: (1) C-type, also called chondrite,
which are made up of silicate rocks and clay, (2) M-type which are made of nickel-iron alloy, and
(3) S-type, all called stony, which are a combination of silicates and nickel-iron [9]. The
composition and structure of these samples provides insight into the type of conditions present
during their initial formation. Asteroid composition is important because after they initially formed
their internal structure has been wholly unchanged, and their battered surfaces over time created a
layer of regolith debris offering a time capsule to their collisional behavior. Mapping out the mass,
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composition, rotational characteristics about their axes, and size distribution of asteroids helps us
understand the collisional frequency, initial populations, and dynamics of the solar system. It also
helps augment our computational tools being limited due to the vast number of species to track
and timescales involved [6].

1.3 Trojans
Trojans are a unique subset of asteroids because they populate stable equilibrium regions
about the orbit of two larger masses.

1.3.1 Lagrange Points L4 and L5
While there are no general solutions for the 3-body orbital mechanics problem, in 1765
Leonhard Euler discovered for circular orbits there exist three equilibrium points now called L1,
L2 and L3. This assumes the body placed at one of these points to be of negligible mass [48].
Shortly after, in 1772, Joseph-Louis Lagrange discovered two additional points, L4 and L5, which
assume the two larger masses to have a mass ratio of at least ~25:1 [49]. Shown in Fig 1.6, points
L1, L2, and L3 are unstable equilibrium, while points L4 and L5 are stable [11][12]. Another
interpretation is that L4 and L5 are the locations which form circular orbits about the barycenter
formed by the two main masses. His theory predicted that an accumulation of matter, such as
asteroids, should exist in points L4 and L5.

9

Figure 1.6: Lagrange Points [10]

Lagrange laid the groundwork for explaining the clustering of asteroids shown in Fig. 1.2.
Starting in 1906, astronomical observations began to confirm this theory with the discovery of the
first Sun-Jupiter Trojan asteroid coined as 588 Achilles in 1906 [24]. With today’s population of
over 7000 asteroids, the Sun-Jupiter Trojan population is the largest Trojan population in our solar
system, see Fig. 1.2 [16].
Beyond the highly populated Sun-Jupiter Trojan regions, Trojans of other planets have also
been discovered, see Table. 1.1. Numerical analysis for Saturn suggest the gravitational
perturbations caused by Jupiter are too large for a stable Trojan population, and numerical analysis
involving Mercury suggests Trojans can indeed exist, though detection would be difficult due to
their proximity to the Sun [50][51][52].
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Table 1.1: Trojans throughout Solar System
Planet
Jupiter
Venus
Mars
Earth
Neptune
Uranus

Number of known L4 or L5 asteroids
7079 [16]
1 [13]
9 [14]
1 [15]
23 [17]
2 [18][19]

1.3.2 Earth Trojans
Unlike the abundant Jupiter Trojan population, Earth Trojans asteroids (ETA) are
especially difficult to detect due to the apparent location near the sun [24]. From Earth’s vantage
point, ETAs are never observed at opposition, which makes them even fainter due to their angle
to the Sun [58]. Furthermore, since ground based searches must be completed at dawn and dusk
due to ETA’s normally being in the daytime sky, a higher air mass further hinders observations
[58]. In 2010 the first Sun-Earth Trojan was discovered called 2010 TK7 [25]. It has a 380m
diameter and orbits about L4 and 21 degree inclination [21]. Within the class of Near-Earth
Asteroids (NEA), 2010 TK7 is a relatively standard size. A NEA is defined as an object with a
closest approach to the Sun is less than 1.3 AU [45]. The sizes for all known NEA’s of size 3km
across or less are shown in Fig. 1.8 [41]. The orbit of 2010 TK7 propagated into the future, Fig.
1.7, shows it’s tadpole orbit and demonstrating the spatial extent of the region encompassed by L4
or L5 [22][24].
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Figure 1.7: 2010 TK7 Orbit in co-Rotating Frame

Figure 1.8: Near-Earth Asteroid Diameters Distribution for Diameters Less Than 3km

Previous work using Monte Carlo simulations have shown ETA regions to be stable
suggesting that a large population could exist [23]. It is difficult to assess long term stability on
12

the timescales of solar system evolution. Numerical studies of this type are able to extend up to
time scales of the Earth’s age of 107 years due to limited computational resources [26]. Studies
have furthermore shown that, for all planets except for mercury, L4 and L5 are stable for at least
1 million years [29]. Through simulation, it has also been found that moderate inclinations, of
about 10-40 degrees, yields the most stable of orbits. These types of analyses can be used to
develop optimal search strategies for maximizing the probability of finding additional ETAs.

Figure 1.9: Earth Trojan Asteroid (ETA) Orbital Probability [32]

1.3.3 Previous Searches
Ground based observations are particularly restricted due to time-limited observational
windows. The L4 and L5 regions are typically in the daytime sky limiting any observations to
dawn (L4 region) or dusk (L5 region). Dawn and dusk measurements, which much be short by
necessity, are hampered by the additional air mass through which the observations must be made
through [27][29]. In addition to ground based searches, previous attempts for discovering
additional ETAs have utilized pictures taken during flybys of the L4 or L5 regions. However, all
13

flyby missions, discussed further below, have had ETA searches as their secondary mission goal
making them arguably not ideally suited for ETA discovery.
Ground based attempts at discovering ETAs were made by various groups in 1983, 1998,
2000 [27]. The most significant was using the University of Hawaii 2.24-m telescope in 1998 [29].
2

Their work focused on a 0.35 deg area focused at L4 and L5 [29]. While this null result was used
to set a rough upper bound to the number of ETAs, results from Fig. 1.9 calls to question the
significance of this null result since regions of higher inclinations than those imaged are predicted
to have a higher probability of ETAs. From Fig. 1.9, the region of the sky where ETAs are most
likely to be found is

3500 deg 2 [32]. In 2020 another search was carried out using the Dark

Energy Camera (DECam) instrument on the 4m Blanco Telescope at the Cerro Tololo InterAmerican Observatory (CTIO). DECam is a CCD imager with a 2.2 degree field-of-view. The
study did was unable to detect any new ETAs, but it did set the upper bound at L5 to be <1 ETAs
for H<15.5, 60−85 ETAs with H<19.7, and 97 ETAs with H<20.4 [58].
There are a number of prominent space missions relevant to the search for ETAs; these are
WISE, Gaia, OSIRIS-REx, Stereo A and B, and Hayabusa:
● Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) was a NASA mission launched in 2009 with
the purpose to perform a full sky astronomical survey in the 3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 μm bands
(38). While previous ground based searches were unable to discover any ETAs, this
discovered the first and only known ETA: 2010 TK7 [25]. Even though the intent of this
mission was to discover new asteroids, the mission design hindered its ability to discover
ETAs. The limitation of WISE to search for ETAs was from the look angle which was 90
degrees from the sun at all times [38]. In addition to a single ETA discovery, this mission
successfully discovered hundreds of new asteroids [25]. . As shown in Fig. 1.7 the WISE
14

viewing angle intersects with the orbit of 2010 TK7 but was unable to view directly at the
center of L4 or L5.
● Gaia, coined the “Billion Star Surveyor”, was developed by ESA and launched in 2013
with the purpose of precisely cataloging the motions of ~1 billion astronomical objects
using an optical telescope [28][39]. With expected operation to continue through 2022, no
ETAs have yet been detected. Previous work did consider this feasibility, and concluded
that while Gaia spatial coverage does include regions where ETAs are likely to exist, it’s
optical telescope is limited to detecting ETAs down to ~600m diameter assuming an albedo
of 0.2 [23][24][28]. Only ~300m across, 2010 TK7 is predicted to not be detectable by
Gaia [28].
● Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, Security, Regolith Explorer
(OSIRIS-REx) is a NASA asteroid sample return mission launching in 2016 with a planned
return in 2023 [4]. While flying past L4 in early 2017, this mission used an optical camera
searching for ETAs. During this 10 day survey it detected 16 previously identified main
belt asteroids, but no new ETAs [33]. From this null result, an upper limit of L4 ETAs was
determined to be 73 +/- 22, and L5 of 194 +/- 116, consistent to the earlier results of a few
hundred [33]
● Stereo A and Stereo B, launched in 2006, was a solar observation mission. Two identical
satellites leaving Earth on orbits putting one of the satellites towards L4 and the other
toward L5. While not their primary mission, NASA had planned to repurpose this mission
to search for asteroids using an onboard wide-field-of-view telescope when passing
through these regions. No follow-up reports were found regarding the conclusion of these
searches or even if they were attempted. The only known information available from the
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literature is just before reaching L4 in August 2009, STEREO experienced onboard
anomalies, [34][35][36].
● Hayabusa2, a mission developed by the Japanese Space Agency (JAXA), is a follow-up
mission from the initial Hayabusa asteroid sample return mission. Like its precursor
mission, Hayabusa2 rendezvoused with an asteroid, collected samples, and is returning to
Earth in 2020 [42]. During Hayabusa2’s departure from Earth it passed through L5 on April
18, 2017 during with 3 sets of optical band pictures, but was unsuccessful in detecting any
new ETA’s [37][43].

1.4 Conclusion
Serving as time capsules into the past, asteroids help us understand the formation and
evolution of our solar system. Moreover, ETAs can help us answer: While the inner rocky planets
and outer gaseous planets show a systematic chemical gradient in our solar system, is the same
true for asteroids within the inner solar system? What role do primitive bodies have in the creation
of planets and life? What is the original source of ETAs? Are they primordial leftovers from the
initial protoplanet formation, debris from the crater impact resulting in the moon’s formation, or
are they captured objects from the main belt?
Not finding ETAs in a follow-on mission, such as that described in chapter 4, is still
valuable because it would provide more robust upper limits on a possible ETA population.
Characterizing these limits is important to use to help refine initial conditions in computation
models of the evolutionary history. For instance, during the formation of the inner planets, there
was thought to be residual planetesimal populations responsible for helping dampen orbital
inclinations and eccentricities to today’s values. Such a residual population should then of lead to
a small fraction of these materials being trapped at L4 or L5. With only one identified ETA, 2010
16

TK7, there is much to be gained by the discovery of additional ETAs. Discovery of at ETA
population can provide constraints on the boundary conditions on the solar system’s dynamical
and evolutionary history [58]. While numerical simulations predict the existence of a population
of ETAs, no ground based efforts or flyby missions have yet to discover said population. Current
upper limit for ETA’s is at least one hundred asteroids of ~300m or greater in size [30]. And
considering the size distribution of the NEAs, see Fig. 1.8, it is therefore likely many additional
smaller ETAs exist. It is noteworthy that given the area where ETAs are likely to be found,

3500 deg 2 from Fig. 1.9, surveying this large area with any currently ground based telescopes
is not practical [32]. Therefore, a new approach to discovering an ETA population would be highly
valued.
An additional benefit of discovering an ETA population are the opportunities provided for
follow-on in situ characterization, sample return missions, in-situ resource utilization, and testing
of space other space systems hardware. The energy requirements for visiting an asteroid, measured
in ΔV, are best understood by considering the population of Near-Earth Asteroids (NEA). A NEA
is defined as an object with a closest approach to the Sun is less than 1.3 AU [45]. Data from
rendezvous calculations performed for all known NEAs in January 2018, totaling 4972 objects,
was used to create Fig. 1.10 [44]. The lowest ΔV energy requirement for rendezvous for these
NEAs is ~3.8 km/s, while the mode is ~7 km/s. In contrast, as will be detailed in Chapter 4,
Lagrange point L4/L5 can be accessed with ~10x lower energy.
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Figure 1.10: Energy Requirement for Rendezvous with Known Near-Earth Asteroids

The proceeding chapters of this dissertation describes the novel approach for discovering
an ETA population. This approach relies on performing in-situ observations leveraging a low
energy transportation method and an extremely low cost and short development time spacecraft.
This type of spacecraft is called a CubeSat, and is the topic of Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2. CubeSats: An Upcoming Low-Cost Deep
Space Probe
In Chapter 1, the scientific motivation was provided for sending a spacecraft directly to the
Earth Trojan Asteroid regions for investigation of detecting new asteroids. The proposed solution
is to utilize a new type of standardized low-cost spacecraft called a Cube Satellite, or CubeSat.
While previous space system development was primarily military, civil, and commercially
motivated, CubeSats present a paradigm shift in spacecraft development enabling education
institutions direct access to spacecraft development for Earth and space science. CubeSats are
small, typically 1-12L and 1-16kg, and leverage the recent miniaturization of smartphones and
their related technologies. The result is that in the past 10 years CubeSats have proven themselves
to be invaluable for carrying out Earth-based science missions at a fraction of the cost using
traditional methods. Beyond the lowered cost of spacecraft development, the other significant cost
driver for space missions, access to space on a launch vehicle, is beginning to significantly
decrease. While these circumstances provide the education sector a new low-cost opportunity to
lead the development and execution of the Earth Trojan Asteroid mission, discussed in Chapter 4,
CubeSat limitations still need to be overcome. The improve CubeSats performance addressed
within this dissertation is the development of a low-cost high-performance communication systems
required for downlinking science data and spacecraft position determination.

2.1 History
The Hubble Space Telescope and the Voyager space missions demonstrate the significant
impact artificially built satellites have had on increasing our understanding of the solar system and
universe. To understand the history of the CubeSat, it is important to consider the traditional
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paradigm of space system development. Initial technology development was primarily military
motivated and funded, followed by later use in the civil, such as NASA, and commercial industries.
One notable example of this is the Hubble Space Telescope which utilized a 2.4m main mirror
leveraging fabrication techniques developed for military spy satellites [60]. Another example is
with the development of ground based navigation using radio frequency (RF) signals from
satellites, which was first demonstrated by the military in 1960, and in 1983 was made available
for civilian use [61][62]. In the traditional paradigm of space mission development the overall cost
is high: launch costs are high, risk posture pushes for high reliability, long developmental times,
and fulfilling the mission objectives often requires development of entirely new spacecraft
instrumentation.
In parallel with the shrinking of consumer electronics, such as with the smart phones, and
ever smaller die sizes in Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) and gallium nitride
(GaN) substrates, a new type of satellite design paradigm emerged shifting from a low risk and
high reliability to the idea of leveraging commercial developments and minimizing cost. This was
codified in 1999 with a partnership between California Polytechnic State University and Stanford
creating the standardized and modularized CubeSat specification [63]. Rather than being a useful
scientific instrument, the initial purpose of the CubeSat was to provide undergraduate and graduate
students with direct access to space systems engineering and science mission development.
CubeSats are a type of small satellite which have the form factor of multiple 10x10x10cm
units (1U) each with a mass of 1.3kg or less. The most common size is 10x10x30cm (3U) and is
shown in Fig. 2.1. Typically as secondary launch payloads, CubeSats receive low launch priority
and have design/operational restrictions to further reduce their risk to the primary launch payload.
Some of these restrictions include needing to keep the spacecraft unpowered before deployment,
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3 inhibits for inadvertent operation of communication and propulsion systems, and total chemical
stored energy under 360kJ [64]. Pressurized vessels used in the propulsion system pose an
increased risk to the primary launch vehicle, and therefore are not preferred, and at times
prohibited, on CubeSats. Furthermore, since CubeSats ‘piggyback’ on larger missions their choice
of orbit is limited. These rigid requirements for CubeSats have, on the one hand, quickly created a
market of suppliers and consumers of CubeSat standardized hardware, but have also changed what
types of missions can be completed. The standardization of CubeSats also contributed to their low
launch costs compared to their full-size satellite counterparts because fewer resources are
necessary for their integration into launch vehicles.

Figure 2.1: UW HuskySat-1 CubeSat Concept Design (3U)

While initially conceived as a higher education learning tool, the CubeSat community
continued to reach into increasingly complex missions, and slowly CubeSats began successfully
carrying out publishable science missions. One notable mission was GeneSat [66]. Launched in
2006, it was significant because it demonstrated that CubeSats could be quickly developed and
yield significant scientific results. From initial concept to orbital data was only 3 years, something
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highly unusual for any satellite mission development. The mission carried suspended E. coli
bacteria in a miniature laboratory that was monitored and stabilized for temperature, humidity, and
pressure. A ground command then released an E. coli nutrient starting its growth. The growth was
monitored using a fluorescent protein. The purpose of this experiment was to investigate how lack
of gravity affects mass transport and nutrient delivery. Additionally, it studied how E. coli’s growth
is affected due to increased space radiation from being outside of Earth's ionosphere. Beyond the
GeneSat, past NASA and NSF CubeSat funding has spanned across a wide variety of sciences, as
is shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: CubeSat Science Mission Distribution Funded by NASA and NSF 2006-2016 [66]
Astronomy Biological and
and
Physical
Astrophysics
Sciences
1
8

Earth
Sciences

Solar and
Space Physics

8
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Planetary
Sciences
3

One of the large appeals to CubeSats is their low cost relative to their full-size satellite
counterparts. Consider NASA’s Cassini, New Horizons, and Europa missions, each having a price
tag of $3.3 billion, $700 million, and $2.5 billion, respectively [68]. Part of this high cost is due to
the launch cost itself, since most satellites launched are flown as primary cargo. For example,
SpaceX Falcon 9 launch to LEO is $62 million [69]. There is no standardized satellite shape, so
each launch requires mission-specific integration. The CubeSat’s low mass and conformity to a
standardized geometry lessens the launch requirements and reduces the cost ranging from being
free-of-charge up to ~$300,000 [70]. My efforts aligned with the principle of reducing CubeSat
costs by: (1) developing low cost methods of printed circuit board fabrication and assembly; (2)
building a CubeSat program with supported the recruitment and training of undergraduate talent
to develop CubeSat hardware and software; (3) adopting the “design and build it” mentality in
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place of the “buy it” mentality for all HuskySat-1 components; and (4) fostering a relationship
with the volunteer AMSAT organization to enable integration a AMSAT radio. See chapter 5 for
more detail.
Beyond the launch itself, CubeSat development costs range from being crowd sourced
using simple commercially available components and volunteer labor, or at times into the multimillion dollars endeavors, such as with NASA’s upcoming CAPSTONE CubeSat costing $13.7
million [125]. The allure of CubeSats has definitely caught on as is evident in their recent
proliferation in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Yearly CubeSat Launches [67]

From their inception, CubeSats heavily rely on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
components. While these components provided student accessibility and increased accessibility to
space, this design methodology is at contrast with the robustly-engineered and radiation-hardened
components regularly used in the space industry. Although the use of COTS necessarily decreases
spacecraft reliability, this weakness has created a paradigm shift in the space industry towards
trial-and-error improvement. The academic environment of publishing and sharing ideas has
allowed for quick progression to determine which types of COTS components work best, and what
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design principles to follow. For instance, what is the best balance point between simplicity and
redundancy? Redundancy entails complexity, and complexity entails increased development and
testing time. Working on an academic time schedule, in which student presence is limited due to
other academic commitments, means that a more redundant system may not receive as much
testing time as a simple architecture. Another advantage of CubeSats being low-cost and more
tolerant to risk making them suitable for testing and quickly adopting new technologies before
they are adopted by the larger satellites. HuskySat-1 project contributions relate to these themes
by leveraging state-of-the-art COTS solutions for critical subsystems. In particular, the
microprocessor architecture was extremely unique being: (1) highly distributed, (2) interconnected
nodes utilizing the CAN bus, (3) master-less, (4) in-house developed board support package,
SPI/I2C libraries, and an abstracted CAN layer, and (5) utilizing the MSP430FR59xx processor
which was released only in 2016. Additionally, the HuskySat-1 final design utilized 3 separate
software stacks made to all be interoperable on the CAN bus to support cross-family
microprocessor communication support. My contributions in the microprocessor implementation
was the down selection to the MSP430FRxx and CAN bus, as well as architecting the distributed
architecture. The HuskySat-1 also had two advanced technology demonstrations, the pulsed
plasma thruster and the 24 GHz transmitter. The pulsed plasma thruster used a high voltage
charging topology and printed circuit board design developed by myself, while the 24 GHz
transmitter was developed entirely by myself and is described in chapter 3. And lastly, the satellite
structure design, also developed by me, was unique in allowing each of these two aforementioned
advanced technologies to be single point grounded to the bus.
While most functionalities of CubeSats, at their best, are less capable than a full size
satellite, they do have the potential of increasing scientific return through constellations. Examples
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of when constellations are useful are situations requiring higher temporal resolution, Doppler
ranging and object tracking, and higher spatial resolution by phase cohering multiple CubeSat
receivers. An example of a future constellation is with Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) CubeSat
Constellation at Mars. With a 60 satellite constellation at Mars, geography and atmospheric
electrical properties will be studied [72].
CubeSats also have applications in supplementing primary satellite missions. This is
feasible because a typical satellite has a mass that is much larger than the CubeSat. Some examples
of this utility: (1) the CubeSat could be ejected from the primary satellite and used to collect
additional scientific measurement data, (2) it could be deployed and used as an interferometer
mirror to measure small gravitational perturbations, (3) or it could be used in a bistatic radar setup
to map out a planetary surface. While these examples do not require active spatial control of the
ejected CubeSat relative to a mothership satellite, gaining this degree of freedom opens up a variety
of additional data gathering options. Professor Robert Winglee, graduate student Paige Northway,
and I made contributions to this type of application by supporting a Europa CubeSat concept study
in response to a JPL solicitation to carry CubeSats as secondary payloads onboard the upcoming
Europa Clipper mission. The MAgnetics CUbe SATellite (MACUSAT) was a 3U CubeSat focused
on providing supplemental magnetic field measurement data beyond that gathered by the Clipper.
Two orbital scenarios were evaluated, as well as evaluation of the communication link being
optimized for total science data transfer back to the Clipper. For background, the Europa clipper
will orbit Jupiter 44 times, where its orbit has been optimized to map out Europa’s magnetic field.
I evaluated the two orbit scenarios using the System Tool Kit (STK) and Astrogator software
package. In the first scenario, MACUSA could be dropped off before a fly by, providing additional
spatially magnetic field data, see Fig. 2.3. In the second scenario, direct orbit insertion via a polar
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orbit was considered which would have tremendous value over the Clipper measurement data since
the Clipper is performing flybys only, see Fig. 2.4. This scenario required a 3.26 km/s ∆V.

Figure 2.3: MACUSAT Trailing Orbit to Europa Clipper

Figure 2.4: MACUSAT Europa Direct Orbit Insertion

The second contribution I made to the MACUSAT concept study was evaluating the
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communication link necessary in the previously described direct insertion orbit scenario. This
evaluation consisted of providing zeroth order estimate on the MACUSAT’s ability to transmit
science payload data back to the Europa Clipper. The assumptions were: UHF band, 6 dB gain
Clipper antenna, 0 dB gain MACUSAT antenna, 20 dB analysis margin, receive system noise
temperature 150 K, required Eb/N0 11.3 dB for BPSK uncoded, a 0.5 kg battery at 200 W  hr kg
, and a 10% DC to RF efficiency. These assumptions are very conservative and represent an upper
bound, see Fig. 2.5 for results.

Figure 2.5: MACUSAT to Europa Clipper Data Transfer

2.2 Beyond Low-Earth Orbit Launches
Following the same course full-size satellites have taken from starting in LEO orbits
followed by venturing to the Moon, Mars, Jupiter, and beyond, CubeSats have only recently begun
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leaving Earth’s haven. With CubeSat’s success owed to utilizing the increasingly lowering cost
and increasing capabilities of COTS, and with beyond Earth orbit launch costs substantially
reduced, their full potential has yet to be seen. The key enabler for successful deep space CubeSat
missions led by universities hinges on affordable launch costs, efficient propulsion, and long-range
compact communications. Efforts to address these issues are currently underway due to renewed
interest in lunar and Martian explorations.
Understanding of beyond Low-Earth Orbit launches is an important consideration for the
Earth Trojan Asteroid mission, the topic of Chapter 4, because to keep costs to a minimum the
novel approach proposed is to piggyback as secondary cargo on a lunar bound mission, except be
ejected in route on the trans-lunar injection orbit which can substantially reduce ∆V requirements
for accessing the Trojan regions thereby substantially reducing mission cost and complexity.
With renewed interest in lunar missions, the past 2 years have seen three lunar landing
attempts including (a) Chandrayaan-2 led by the Indian Space Research Industry [75], (b)
Beresheet led by the Israel Aerospace Industries [74], and (c) Chang'e-4 led by the China National
Space Administration [73]. NASA has also been focused on returning human presence on the
moon in 2024 through its Artemis program and development of its new Super heavy-lift launch
vehicle, the Space Launch System [76]. NASA has also leveraged the commercial industry by
providing funding to three different companies to develop a lander [77]. Beyond national
competition and science motivations, there is a new push by the private sector such as by Jeff
Bezos to colonize the moon [78]. Jeff Bezos’ company, Blue Origin, is currently developing the
New Glenn reusable heavy lift vehicle intended to build a road to space by decreasing launch costs
[81]. Additional commercial lunar endeavors also exist, such as a tourist venture which will
leverage SpaceX’s under development StarShip launch vehicle [80]. In addition to revitalized lunar
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ambitions, sights have also been set for the red planet. By 2024 there are 8 missions planned for
visiting Mars [85][86][87][88][89][90][91][92].
As the demand for launch access beyond LEO continues to grow, including the
proliferation of commercial launch, it is reasonable to expect launch costs will continue to decrease
and CubeSat launch availability increasing. While it is too early to know exact CubeSat launch
costs for deep-space applications, LEO cost trends are a useful indication. Take for instance
SpaceX who now regularly flies their first stage reusable Falcon 9 launch vehicle to LEO costing
$62 million with a payload capacity to LEO of 22,800 kg. Contrast this with their upcoming fully
reusable Starship vehicle estimated to cost $2 million per launch with a payload of 100,000 kg, or
a cost savings per kg of two orders of magnitude [93][94]. Considering that India’s latest launch
cost to the moon was $3.75 billion, or two orders higher than a Falcon 9 LEO cost, it is not
unreasonable to assume future deep-space launch costs for CubeSat could be similar to today’s
launch into LEO [95]. Another bounding datapoint is the upcoming launch of NASA’s
CAPSTONE 12U CubeSat which has a launch cost to the moon of $9.95 million using a dedicated
Rocket Lab launch vehicle [122]. Note that this launch cost does not utilize any ride sharing,
therefore it should be considered an upper bound only.

2.3 Previous Deep Space Applications
As of May 2020, there has been only one deep space CubeSat mission, with deep space
defined as more than 2,000,000 km away from Earth [96]. Launched in May 2018, the Mars Cube
One (MarCO) were a pair of 6U CubeSats used to provide relay communications for the last Mars
rover, InSight lander [97]. For background, there are additional CubeSat deep missions in the
development phase, such as: Lunar Flashlight, Cupid’s Arrow, and CAPSTONE, which are all
being developed by JPL [121][122]. However, these missions, as well as other planned missions
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are lunar bound. This is significant because the regions of the Earth Trojan Asteroids are ~1 AU
away, and with the moon being 2 orders of magnitude closer, is not a representative comparison
when considering closing communication links and transfer science data. This section therefore
focuses on MarCO only, since it is the only CubeSat mission to have demonstrated successful
Earth communication at distances significantly beyond the moon.
The MarCO mission was initially conceived as a means to provide improved
communication relay during the Mars InSight entry, descent, and landing, as shown in the Fig. 2.6
conceptual operations. The primary elements of MarCO were a deployable solar array, X-band
reflectarray antenna, UHF antenna, as well radios, electrical power, attitude control,
structural/thermal, cameras, and command and data handling systems [123]. Fig. 2.7 shows the
MarCO spacecraft bus overview. MarCO was designed to achieve a data rate of 8 kbps at 1.05 AU
[123]. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, 8 kbps is sufficient for spacecraft telemetry and very low
bandwidth science applications, but is insufficient for heavy image and video based science
missions.
While the MarCO mission was developed by JPL, it did leverage developments from the
previous Earth orbiting mission, the Interplanetary Nano-Spacecraft Pathfinder in Relevant
Environment [123]. This leveraging of previous developments is a quintessential example of how
CubeSats can manage the risk of using lower cost components and simpler design when operated
for operation in new deep space regimes. In this vein, the HuskySat-1 mission and its various
subsystems described in the following chapters is detailed with the intent of enabling this work to
contribute directly to the Earth Trojan Asteroid mission.
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Figure 2.6: Mars Cube One Conceptual Operations [123]

Figure 2.7: Mars Cube One Spacecraft Overview [123]
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2.4 Limitations for Investigation of Earth Trojan Asteroids
Increasing access and capabilities of CubeSats for Investigation of Earth Trojan Asteroids
requires addressing three primary limitations: lowering overall mission cost, increasing CubeSat
technical capabilities, and improvement on the procedural, developmental, and operational
framework applicable to the University setting. This lattermost limitation is addressed further in
Chapter 5.
Mission cost for deep space CubeSat missions is prohibitively expensive, significantly
limiting access to cost-constrained universities. For reference, the HuskySat-1 cost ~$300,000,
which was ~$40,000 for flight hardware and the rest for student stipends. In general, the two largest
costs are the development of the CubeSat itself and then the launch and deployment. In Section
2.2 the launch cost market was evaluated, and it is expected that significant cost reductions are
being driven primarily by the commercialization of lunar endeavors, along with a continued
interest for science-based missions. However, the development cost of deep space CubeSats
remains high. The MarCO mission, consisting of a pair of CubeSats cost $18.5 million, and
NASA’s upcoming CAPSTONE lunar CubeSat mission is $13.7 million [124][125]. While
NASA’s funding of flagship deep space CubeSat missions will continue, along with the continued
commercialization of CubeSat components for LEO applications, another significant driving force
is technology development directly within academia. The academic environment, being financial
and resource constrained, promotes students to think outside of the box when developing scientific
questions and technological solutions for CubeSat applications. The reflectarray antenna
developments, detailed in Chapter 3, are aligned directly to decreasing the cost of highperformance CubeSat communication technology.
The second limiting factor for carrying out the Earth Trojan Asteroid mission are limited
technical capabilities such as large ∆V propulsion systems, deep space communications, and
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radiation tolerant electronics. For specific performance metrics of what is available for a CubeSat,
readers are referred to NASA State of the Art Small Spacecraft Technology [127]. Over their 20+
years of evolution, CubeSats have become highly capable, but their success is not without
shortcomings. Miniaturization of various components is inherently difficult due to scaling. For
example, aperture size sets the angular resolution in sensing applications, and in communication
systems aperture size directly limits data transfer rates. Solar panel collection area limits the
communication system transmit power, computational performance, and attitude control and
propulsion systems. This has evolved to CubeSats increasingly using deployables. Additionally,
NASA has been tackling these issues head on by providing various funding avenues to increase
student participation in aerospace engineering. For instance, in 2015 NASA hosted the CubeQuest
Lunar Derby Centennial Challenge that focused on pushing the state of the art in CubeSat
communication and propulsion technologies [128]. Paige Northway and I supported a CubeQuest
mission design response where initial concepts to overcome the above limitations were outlined.

2.4.1 Communication System Limitations
CubeSats communication systems still require many of the same functions from their larger
satellite counterparts. Traditionally, satellites typically have multiple communication systems
providing both increased reliability as well as for serving separate functions. Communication
systems always have a tradeoff between available power, gain, beam width, weather dependency,
data rate, etc. Low gain communication systems typically use monopole, dipole, quadrupole, or
patch antennas which relax pointing requirements of the spacecraft but also limit the data rate.
Low gain systems are useful for spacecraft commands and telemetry. Data rates needed to
accomplish this can function on the order of 0.01 - 1.0 kbps. For example, spacecraft telemetry
may be 20x 5bit numbers, and a spacecraft command can be as little as an 8bit address with a 1bit
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Boolean on/off value. On CubeSats, low gain communication systems have ported over nicely
using the matured amateur radio technology. For reference, the HuskySat-1 utilized a low gain
communication radio developed by Amateur Radio in Space (AMSAT) operating at 1.2 kbps. The
majority of CubeSats historically have used the amateur UHF-band with typical data rates of 1.2
kbps to 9.6 kbps [129]. Low gain antennas are easily implemented in the form of deployable metal
conductors, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The HuskySat-1 CubeSat utilized this same antenna and had a
1.2 kbps downlink.

Figure 2.8: Typical Low-gain Antenna for CubeSats [130]

Nominal bitrates of 9.6kbps from low Earth orbit is acceptable for many low data overhead
science experiments/studies, such as those that use spectrometers, magnetometers, and other single
value measurements. However, once leaving low Earth orbit this bitrate will drop due to the
squared inverse proportional dependence. This reduced communication limits their usage for
science data downlinking for deep space missions. Traditionally, satellites have overcome this
issue by using fixed large parabolic dishes or large phased arrays, as well as using higher
frequencies. Going to a larger antenna and high frequencies decreases the beam width of the
antenna and increases the gain which is highly advantageous for minimizing wasted radiated RF
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energy. However, a physically large antenna for a CubeSat is not possible. On the ground side,
NASA has supported these high gain systems with the Deep Space Network (DSN) 34m and 70m
dishes, see Fig. 2.9 [131]. With antennas distributed through the globe, thereby providing constant
coverage to anywhere in the ecliptic plane, the DSN has proven to be an invaluable asset for NASA
missions, for it has provided extremely high-gain ground antennas as well as Doppler ranging and
tracking services used for spacecraft location determination. The Earth Trojan Asteroid mission
requires spacecraft position knowledge, and to date deep spacecraft all have relied on groundbased Doppler ranging. Therefore, DSN interoperability was a significant driver when developing
the reflectarray antenna and radio electronics in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.9: Deep Space Network 34m dish antenna (left), Voyager spacecraft
with a 4m dish antenna (right)

University sponsored CubeSats cannot compete with the performance of large satellite
communication systems because the hardware is simply not available or it is cost prohibitive.
Unlike the low gain systems which have been ported over from Amateur radio technology, there
is simply no analog for high gain communication systems. The primary difficulty is the CubeSat’s
small rectangular shape, which limits the size of any fixed aperture antenna, like that of the
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Voyager spacecraft in Fig. 2.9. Increasing the center frequency of operation does help in boosting
the antenna gain, and this is a technique NASA has used, but this is not without limit. Due to
atmospheric attenuation at higher frequencies, RF spectrum allocations, and pointing
requirements, NASA has increasingly converged to using k-band frequencies (~30GHz) for their
high gain communication systems. The primary technological difficulties of implementing high
gain k-band systems on CubeSats are the antenna, transmitter, and receiver. Contributions have
been made through the development of a low-cost, CubeSat form factor, deployable high-gain kband reflectarray antenna, and associated RF driving electronics. In comparison to other similar
technologies, my contributions demonstrate how a high gain reflectarray antenna system can be
implemented using low cost materials, as well as using an improved method of differential phase
control. These contributions are the topic of Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3. Deep Space CubeSat Communication
Systems
CubeSats in deep space applications require high performance communications systems to
offload science data as well as Doppler ranging with Earth stations for navigation purposes. There
currently exists an outstanding gap in available low-cost and high-performance COTS components
fulfilling these needs. This chapter describes achievements towards satisfying these needs through
the development of a high-gain high-frequency antenna system and transmitter suitable for deep
space CubeSat applications. Work of this type is normally completed out with significantly larger
teams and budgets, so these contributions are particularly impactful because they are the first of
the kind to be carried by a single graduate student and a very limited budget. My contributions
include the development of a high gain antenna system which is adaptable to a variety of CubeSat
applications as well as the development of a high frequency transmitter. This chapter is broken
into three parts, reflectarray, RF Front End, and the overall completed system.

3.1 Reflectarray
3.1.1 Competing Technologies
High-gain communication systems require electrically large antennas. Electrical size here
is with respect to the operating wavelength of the communication system. While the CubeSat is of
fixed size (~10cm), higher frequencies can be used to increase electrical size. Electrical size is the
size of the overall antenna aperture with respect to the wavelength. Increasing frequency has the
practical limitation of compatibility with atmospheric attenuation, see Fig. 3.1. For this reason,
NASA’s DSN highest supported band is Ka with allocations for uplink of 34.2GHz to 34.7GHz
and a downlink of 31.8GHz to 32.3GHz [96]. Ka-band corresponds to a ~1cm wavelength.
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Figure 3.1: Atmospheric Opacity and Common RF Bands

Going to higher frequencies within THz atmospheric window and using laser
communications is in the very early feasibility testing stages for CubeSats [146]. Additionally,
Doppler ranging for navigation using lasers has yet to be demonstrated. Therefore, the efforts
within this dissertation focus on using the well-established navigation and communication
methods and existing ground infrastructure of the DSN. Therefore, for full interoperability with
the DSN and achieving highest performance is pursued through use of the Ka-band. Without
utilizing any deployable structures, the largest antenna operating in Ka-band compatible with a
CubeSat is about 10 wavelengths.
The traditional approach of achieving high gain antennas is with parabolic antennas. With
the fixed size of the CubeSat deployable parabolic reflectors have been attempted [135][136]. The
two flavors, shown in Fig. 3.2 are deployable mesh utilizing unfolding truss and supporting
structures or inflatable-type antenna. Both of these methods produce surfaces which will
unavoidably exhibit imperfect curvatures impacting their overall antenna efficiency in addition to
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high mechanical complexity. Deployable reflector surfaces utilizing any supporting structures also
have the downside of consuming a considerable amount of volume within the CubeSat in their predeployed state. For instance, the mesh deployable in Fig. 3.2 consumes about 3U of volume, or
25% of the overall spacecraft volume when stowed.

Figure 3.2: Deployable Mesh (left), Inflatable Reflector (right) [135][137]

The second approach of achieving high gain antennas is with phased arrays. Phased arrays
combine multiple low-gain radiating elements to achieve an overall higher gain. Each of the
elements within a phased array is fed the appropriate phase by the feed network, see Fig. 3.3. A
common feeding approach is to feed all elements in phase to provide a nadir pointing beam. The
inherent limitation of phased arrays is when scaling to larger sizes their feed networks become
more complicated and incur significantly higher losses. One traditional approach to overcome this
loss is to use the lower loss waveguides instead of microstrip or patch technology; however
CubeSat form factors are not conducive to the use of waveguides. While phased array efficiency
decreases at large sizes, they are still very useful for the feed antenna in reflectarray applications,
see Section 3.1.5.
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Figure 3.3: 64-element Phased Array Antenna [134]

3.1.2 Reflectarray Fundamentals
The reflectarray antenna was conceived in 1963 as a hybrid between traditional reflector
antennas, such as the parabolic dish, and more traditional array antennas [132]. While they have
only recently begun to see practical use outside of academia, they were initially recognized as a
means to overcome the geometry limitations of reflector antennas and the feed complexity and
losses associated with large array antennas. Reflectarrays are similar to parabolic antennas in that
the feed antenna illuminates a surface which reflects the incident waves. However, whereas
traditional reflector-type antennas use the geometrical length between the feed antenna and points
on the reflecting surface to create the necessary phase delays for building a coherent outgoing
wave front, the reflectarray surface has an added degree of freedom being able to adjust the phase
delay specific to different locations on its surface. This type of antenna is suitable for the CubeSat
form factor since flat panels can more easily be deployed compared to curved geometries.
Reflectarrays also overcome the inherent scaling limitation of traditional phased array antennas,
since the main antenna does not have any feed structures.
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Figure 3.4: Reflectarray Overview [139]

The planar wave front in Fig. 3.4 is formed when all incident signals from the feed are
redirected in phase in a particular direction. From ray tracing, the phase at the i th element is:



i  k R i  ri  rˆ0



From Fig. 3.5, ri is the position vector to the i th element, r̂0 is the main beam direction and
k is the wavenumber in free space, or 2  , and R i is from the feed phase center the distance
from the phase center of the feed to the i th element location. In practice, the reflectarray patch
elements can provide up to 2 of phase delay. Additionally, all phases are relative, so the above
equation becomes:





i  k R i  ri  rˆ0  2n  0

where n is an integer to wrap the calculated element phase around a 2 range, and  0 is an
arbitrarily set constant.
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Figure 3.5: Reflectarray Geometry [145]

Since their inception, new methods have been introduced to achieve phase control on the
reflectarray surface. The most notable advancement here was the implementation of patch antenna
design and fabrication techniques; this allowed for the reflectarray to be lightweight, low volume,
and allowed leverage of common low-cost Printed Circuit Board (PCB) fabrication techniques.
For any method of phase control, practical characteristics sought after are: beam width, efficiency,
bandwidth, multi-band support, off-frequency transparency, phase delay range, size, polarization
(linear, dual, or circular), and sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances. The general construction is
in Fig. 3.6. Note that for the application of deep space CubeSat applications, the single frequency
downlink band is targeted as well as being circular polarized to minimize the impact of Faraday
rotation and be interoperable with the DSN.
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Figure 3.6: Element Overview

Maximizing efficiency, which directly impacts gain, is an important consideration at the
element level. From Fig. 3.6 one can observe the reflected component is unwanted since it does
not undergo the designed phase delay and therefore degrades overall array efficiency. Common
element types, shown in Fig. 3.7, are (a) linear patch with variable length transmission line, (b)
and (c) variable resonant frequency to provide phase delay, and (d) phase change via variable
rotation for circular polarized incident waves.

Figure 3.7: Common Element Types [134]
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To understand how the variable rotation method works, consider a left handed circular
polarized (LHCP) plane wave traveling in the  z direction incident upon a reflectarray element
lying in the XY plane:





E incident  x  iy E 0ei  kz t 
With the reflectarray element design to retransmit LHCP, the retransmitted component is:





E retransmitted  x  iy E 0e 

i kz t  a 0 

Here a 0 is a constant phase shift and is dependent on the element geometry. Now let the coordinate
system (x, y,z) be rotated in the XY plane by angle  resulting in the new coordinate system

(x, y, z) . In this new coordinate the incident wave becomes:



 



E incident   x cos()  y sin()  i x sin()  y cos()  E0ei  kzt 



Which can be rearranged to:





E incident  x   iy ei E 0 ei  kz t 
Expressed in the (x, y, z) coordinates the retransmitted component becomes:





E retransmitted  x   iy ei E 0e 

i kz t  a 0 

Projecting back to the (x, y,z) coordinate system this becomes:



 



i kz t  a 0 
E retransmitted   x cos()  ysin()  i x sin()  y cos()  eiE 0e 



Which can be rearranged to:





E retransmitted  x  iy ei2  E 0e 

i kz t  a 0 
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The result is that by rotating the reflectarray patch element by angle  results in a retransmitted
phase shift of 2 .

3.1.3 Space Applications
There have been two previous CubeSats which have flown with a reflectarray. Both
developed by JPL, they are the Integrated Solar Array and Reflectarray (ISARA) and Mars Cube
One (MarCO) [140][141]. Operating in K-band, the ISARA was an important mission since it
provided on-orbit performance measurements of the first reflectarray deployed from a CubeSat.
MarCO, while operating at a lower frequency of 8.4GHz, was still important as it was the first
fully operational reflectarray on a CubeSat to support a flagship mission. See Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.8: Integrated Solar Array and Reflectarray [141]
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Figure 3.9: Mars One Cube Reflectarray [140]

The limitations of these two designs are cost, complexity, and inherent phase error. The
cost of MarCO was $18.5 million for two identical CubeSats, and ISARA was $5.5 million
[124][132]. Complexity was also high, such as using exotic reflectarray substrates and deployable
feed antennas. Lastly, the choice of using variable patch size to obtain phase shift cannot provide
the full 360 degree of phase control which leads to unavoidable inefficiencies [133]. My
contributions overcome these limitations by using a reflectarray element type which can provide
full 360 degree of phase control, has low design complexity for easy adaption to different
applications, and has very low cost.

3.1.4 Element Characterization
The element phase control was chosen to be the variable rotation method in order to provide
the full 360 degrees of phase control to minimize phase error enabling higher array efficiencies.
Unlike the Fig. 3.7 (c) which uses a dual linearly polarized patch with the co- and crosspolarizations offset by 90 degrees using two different transmission line lengths, a less complex
element was sought after. To minimize crosstalk between neighboring elements, only elements
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with a circular footprint were considered. Ansys High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) full
3D wave solver was utilized to analyze the performance of 3 different element types: circle with a
slit, single split ring, and double split ring [134]. Analysis of each element type consisted of full
geometrical parametrization to enable sweeping. The goal at this stage was to find geometries
where the retransmitted wave is significantly greater than the reflected wave. For this to occur the
element must inherently have good cross-polarization rejection during resonance, and the element
itself must resonate. The HFSS simulation was set up with an incident right-handed circular
polarized (RHCP) wave, while the reflected wave off-resonance effectively is transparent to the
element and flips polarization from the ground plane generating LHCP, and the retransmitted wave
was RHCP. The optimization goal was to maximize the cross-polarization suppression, or
maximizing the strength of the outgoing RHCP wave compared to the LHCP wave. Results from
initial optimization of the geometrical parameters are in Fig. 3.10 showing a strong suppression of
cross-polarization at 39.2GHz indicating strong resonance.

Figure 3.10: Double Split Ring Cross-Polarization Suppression
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The double split ring geometry, shown in Fig. 3.11, does not have an analytic solution and
therefore all optimizations were completed using HFSS in addition to physical measurements. The
final dimensions for operation at 24GHz were: outer diameter 3.7mm, outer width 0.4mm, gap
width 0.7mm. Note however, that these dimensions are application dependent due to varying array
size (mutual coupling changes overall resonant frequency), substrate type and thickness, element
spacing, and frequency.

Figure 3.11: Double Split Ring Geometry (left), LC Model (right)

The LC circuit equivalent of the double split right resonator is useful in understanding
geometry sizing dependencies as well as on the variable rotation phase control method. In the LC
model the gaps within the ring are represented by capacitors and the arc sections are represented
by inductors. Considering the resonant frequency of an LC circuit is 0  1

LC

, this model

explains why element resonant frequency decreases from making the gap smaller, which increases
the capacitance, and when making the overall diameter larger while keeping the gaps the same,
which increases the inductance. In this model, the variable rotation phase control method can be
understood by considering an incident CP wave arriving as linearly polarized at a given time, and
depending upon if this electric field vector is more aligned with the inductor or capacitor it will
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then incur a leading and lagging induced current. HFSS simulation was used to confirm rotating
the element does provide the expected phase change, see Fig. 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Double Split Ring Variable Rotation Phase Shift

Another important consideration of the element design and optimization for certain
situations involving low elevation incident angles or low elevation primary beam is the individual
element radiation pattern. For the double split ring, most of the energy is directed in the nadir
direction which makes this element most optimal for nadir incident and nadir main beam
directions. For low elevation angle applications, consideration and optimization is important for
wider beam widths for individual elements. See Fig. 3.13 for the double split ring beam width.
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Figure 3.13: Double Split Ring Beam Width

3.1.5 Feed Antenna
Feed antenna design has a significant impact on overall reflectarray performance. The
primary considerations for the reflectarray feed are similar to other reflector-type antennas, which
are primarily: beam width, co- and cross- polarization, efficiency, and overall size. Although horn
antennas are typically preferred for their high efficiency, high power handling, and excellent
polarization performance, their volume is not ideal for CubeSat applications. For CubeSats patch
antennas are preferred for their low volume, low mass, and highly tailorable beam width. In
contrast to ISARA feed antenna, the goal of this feed antenna was low complexity for development
and manufacturing, and easy scalability to different frequencies and beam widths for wide
applicability to future CubeSat reflectarray applications. The design chosen is two layers where
the top layer has the radiating elements as well as the feed network, while the bottom layer serves
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as a ground plane. Keeping the feed antenna to two layers significantly reduces fabrication cost
and simplifies simulation requirements. With the reflectarray being circularly polarized, and to
still provide easy feed antenna element scaling, the simplest feed antenna element is a single fed
circularly polarized element. Circular polarization is created using the truncated patch method.
These two choices, single fed and truncated corner patch, are limited in providing narrow
bandwidth and poor off-axis axial ratio. However, for the intended mission application bandwidth
is not a concern since the deep-space Ka-band downlink is 31.8GHz to 32.3GHz which is only a
1.56% relative bandwidth [96]. Off-axis axial was addressed by utilizing the sequential rotation
method which improves bandwidth, axial ratio, and overall symmetry [143].
The first stage of the design was to develop an individual feed element, shown in Fig. 3.14.
In HFSS, this began with a square patch fed with a waveport port right in the middle of one of the
edges. The goal here was to tune the patch side length to the desired 24GHz center frequency and
leave the waveport impedance floating. With this completed the truncated corners were added, and
the patch was reoptimized for center frequency and on-axis axial ratio while varying both the edge
length and the truncated corner size. The final patch dimensions were 4.02mm across and a
truncated corner edge length of 0.74mm. A quarter wave transformer was added to adapt from the
patch edge impedance of 192 ohms to the 50ohm impedance of the Southwest Microwave
connector. The quarter wave transformer dimensions were 2.8mm long and 0.24mm wide. The
substrate was Rogers 5880 with 0.254mm thickness.
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Figure 3.10: Feed Antenna Single Element Prototype

The development process took two cycles to achieve acceptable results. The results from
the first cycle were carried into the HFSS by correcting the dielectric constant of the substrate. The
performance goals set were an S11 of at least -10dB and an axial ratio of 3dB or better, and the
final measured results are shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Feed Antenna Single Element S11 (top) and Axial Ratio (bottom)
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The second stage of the feed design was to design the feed and confirm overall array
performance. A 4 element feed antenna was determined to provide an optimal beam pattern for the
overall design, see Section 3.1.6 for more detail. Using the sequential rotation method to improve
overall array performance, each antenna element is physically rotated 90 degrees relative to each
other, and if the array is to create a nadir pointing primary beam, each element must also be fed 90
degrees out of phase relative to each other as well as each antenna receiving an even proportion of
power. The implementation used was adapted from literature for this application and uses 7 quarter
wave transformers [143]. For this application, from Fig. 3.16, constraints for this application were:
ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 each receive 25% of the power, each port is fed 90 degrees lagging the previous
port, each port is 50 ohms, and the input impedance, Z0, is also 50 ohms. By making each port
50ohms offered the lowest risk option by using an already verified single element patch previously
discussed. Additional constraints on the feed network were: require Z1, Z3, Z5, and Z7 spatially
separated by exactly 90 degrees and require them all the same length, and set Z6 to be as narrow
as practically possible for fabrication (0.15mm). The first constraints simplifies the geometry of
the final 2x2 element array since then each element is the same distance from every other element,
and while this makes Z2, Z4, and Z6 not exactly a quarter of a wavelength long the impact is
minimal. The problem is fully constrained and all dimensions can be solved analytically.
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Figure 3.16: Feed Antenna Feed Network Layout [143]

The final feed antenna is shown in Fig. 3.17 and did not require any iterations. The last
degree of freedom in this design is the actual element spacing which was selected based on optimal
antenna beamwidth. Another verification performed was inadvertent impedance mismatch due to
the solder joint. Unlike most antennas, the typical antenna SMA connector was omitted instead
relying on a soldered RF cable. Fig. 3.18 shows the small test sample created to investigate this
concern; the result showed the impedance mismatch was undetectable on insertion loss. The feed
antenna performance is in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.17: Feed Antenna Design and Prototype
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Figure 3.18: Feed Antenna Connection Impedance Verification

Figure 3.19: Feed Antenna Performance: on-axis gain (top) and lobe shape (bottom)
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The 2x2 element feed antenna presented in this chapter can be adapted to other applications
as well. It has been previously demonstrated that a similar design can act as a unit cell, whereby
the four of the 2x2 arrays can be used to build a 4x4 array [135]. In a similar vein, the 2x2 element
array presented can be easily modified to a 2x1 array or to a 4x2 array. In this way, the material
presented can be adapted to satisfy a wide variety of CubeSat reflectarray geometries.

3.1.6 Array Design and Implementation
While the theory behind many of reflectarray design considerations are documented, this
section seeks to fill a void of practical considerations for low complexity CubeSat applications
[144]. CubeSats present unique design challenges for reflectarray applications primarily due to
constrained geometry for both stowed and deployed states, as well as thermal stresses causing
change of distances between the feed and reflectarray surface leading to phase error. Design
objectives for the reflectarray developed were: stowed volume on the CubeSat of 0.5U, or about
5cm x 10cm x 10cm, design decoupling from other spacecraft subsystems, simple and inexpensive
design and fabrication techniques, and scalable design attributes to larger arrays. The target band
of operation was the Amateur Radio allocation of 24.00GHz to 24.05GHz. The reflectarray PCB
substrate was Rogers 5880 with 0.254mm thickness, and the element spacing was lambda/2, or
6.25mm. The array sizes selected were 10x10 for the reflectarray and 2x2 for the feed antenna, see
Fig. 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Reflectarray Geometry

The next step was to adjust element scaling which was done by building 10x10 arrays with
each rotation set to 0 degrees. Two circular polarized horns, model LB-SJ-180400-P03, were to
provide incident waves and measure the reflected component. The measurement was identical to
Fig 3.10, except with use of a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) in S21 mode. Port 1 sent out
RHCP waves, while port 2 received LHCP waves; this setup is shown in Fig. 3.21.

Figure 3.21: Reflectarray Element Resonance Tuning

The spill-over is also optimized for maximum on-axis gain. Spillover relates to how much
RF energy is not intercepted by the reflectarray but instead goes past the edges. Minimizing
spillover leads to only the center elements on the reflectarray being illuminated and therefore lower
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gain. The optimal spill-over is about 10%, or 10dB [134]. In this application the spillover of 10dB
was achieved by adjusting the feed antenna element spacing, which affects the feed antenna
beamwidth, as well as changing the final angle of the reflectarray angle which changes the distance
from it to the feed antenna. See Fig. 3.22 for the incident energy onto the reflectarray. The vertical
asymmetry of the incident energy is due the incident angle from the feed antenna being off
boresight, see Figure 3.20. Additional asymmetry comes from a slightly non-symmetric feed
antenna, see Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.22: Reflectarray Spillover

The next step was to adjust the reflectarray element rotations completed using the ray
tracing method described in Section 3.1.2. This was completed by porting over the SolidWorks
model into MATLAB. A matrix containing the element rotations could then be imported into
HFSS. Incident phase was also determined using HFSS only, whereby the feed antenna illuminated
a RF transparent surface in place of the reflectarray outputting a plot similar to Figure 3.22. These
methods differ by the latter method taking into account the phase center of the feed antenna. It was
found that these two methods generated reflectarray elements phases varying by 0-2 degrees
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typically, and the largest difference observed was 7 degrees, but it was within the blue zone of Fig.
3.22 where the impact is low. These two reflectarray designs were both simulated in HFSS yielding
the same peak gain in Fig. 3.23. These simulations required 24 hours to run using an AMD-9590
CPU and the full 32GB of RAM.
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Figure 3.23: Reflectarray Final Design (top) and Performance (bottom)

For fabrication of the reflectarray a Python script was created to generate the Gerber file
format commonly used for PCB manufacturing. All fabrication of the reflectarray was completed
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using the LPKF laser located within the University of Washington physics department or at the
local business Metrix Create:Space. The built prototype used for gain measurements is shown in
Fig. 3.24 and achieved 19 dBi of gain matching the simulated prediction. The associated insertion
loss between the feed input connector and feed microstrip solder joint is 1 dB.

Figure 3.24: Reflectarray Prototype

3.2 RF Front End
From the onset my research in enabling deep-space communications for low-cost CubeSats,
the RF Front End was recognized to be a key enabling component which lacked availability. The
purpose of the RF Front End is to upconvert and increase the power level of the incoming RF
signal. In surveying available communication systems hardware, it was quickly determined that
realizing ≤ 6GHz was readily achievable using the commonly used line of Analog Technologies
integrated circuits such as the AD9364. However, achieving anything above ~6GHz required
additional RF circuitry and has the additional challenges of requiring different PCB substrates, and
careful attention to optimizing impedance matching and minimizing RF losses while fitting within
the CubeSat geometry and power constraints. Therefore, the development of an RF Front End
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extends the current communication technology available providing access to the performance
increases necessary for deep space CubeSat missions. The primary goal of the developing the RF
Front End was to increase CubeSat access to the K/Ka bands with a low cost and uncomplicated
design using robust design techniques with a focus on interoperability with a range of systems.
Specific goals of the system were:


Operate in the 24Ghz or 26Ghz band



15-35 watt power consumption



Solid state architecture: low component count, uses GaN FETs



Minimal use of custom components



Use of commercially available COTS in surface mount packages



Compatibility with existing systems: S-band as input using standardized connector, and
will output 24/26GHz using SMA connector.



At least 1 W of RF output power

3.2.1 Initial Mixing Architecture
Component surveys were completed evaluating all available COTS solutions required in
an RF Front End. While many topologies exist for upconverting a modulated RF signal, such as
frequency multiplication and multi-stage mixers, a superheterodyne single stage mixing
architecture was selected. A single stage mixing setup minimizing component count and board
space facilitating compatibility with the CubeSat for factor while at the same time not being
hindered by bandwidth increase present in frequency multiplier upconverters. The primary
limitation of single stage mixing setups, the undesirable harmonics, was addressed by freedom to
shift the baseband (intermediate frequency) as well as using a bandpass filter post mixing.
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Additionally, the reflectarray antenna system provides an additional layer of harmonic
suppression.
The TGC4510-SM was initially selected, procured, and evaluated to serve as the mixing
stage. This option was attractive since it met the power and frequency requirements, and was
highly integrated including frequency multiplication and a medium gain amplifier which would
minimize additional external RF stages. The initial topology design is shown in Fig. 3.25. While
the TGC4510-SM proved to be performant on the bench, problems arose when moving from the
bench into the CubeSat form factor and automating its operation. Specifically, the TGC4510-SM
requires 10 external DC bias voltages, both negative and positive voltages, needing to be
sequenced during turn off and turn on. Two of these bias voltages are also required to be the output
of a control loop with the input of the control loop being current consumption of other DC biases.
Therefore, while the RF complexity was relatively low, the DC bias and logic complexity was
high. A DC bias control board design was initiated, utilizing digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
coupled with op-amps to supply these voltages and their sequencing. Calculation of the required
board space for DC biasing showed these 10 rails to require a footprint of beyond 8cm x 8 cm
which is the size imposed by the CubeSat form factor. This mixing architecture was abandoned is
pursuit of a solution requiring less complex biasing.
Beyond the mixing topology, the other two key components are the stable reference
frequency, or local oscillator (LO), and the signal amplification. The local oscillator was down
selected to the LTC6946 for being high frequency and therefore requiring a minimal number of
frequency multiplier stages to reach an end LO of ~22GHz. The signal amplifier stage was selected
to be a single power amplifier (PA) IC. This was already required to be within a surface mount
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package instead of a die, and a single stage was selected versus combining multiple PAs due to
design complexity, limited board space, and limited overall power consumption.

Figure 3.25: Initial Mixing Topology

3.2.2 Final Architecture
The mixing topology shifted to using a passive double balanced mixer. The HMC292 was
selected, but other similar components also exist from Analog Devices which would satisfy the
same application. The previous architecture was adapted by adding an additional frequency
multiplier on the LO as well as adding an external medium gain amplifier before the power
amplifier. However, now the mixing stage required no variable DC biasing or any complex power
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sequencing which significantly simplifies the supporting electronics required. One key
consideration was achieving the required LO drive power. By operating the already chosen
combination phase lock loop (PLL) and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) at full output power,
and using the differential output reduced through a balun to single ended, the necessary mixer LO
drive power was achieved.
The final RF Front End architecture is shown in Fig. 3.26. One design choice made from
the project onset was to design conservatively with respect to hard-to-predict phenomenon. The
rationale for this choice was to minimize the number of design cycles required. This is immediately
evident on the DC biasing architecture. Each RF stage is driven by an independent low-noise
voltage regulator in order to decouple noise between stages. With respect to noise generated from
digital switching, a digital isolator was implemented between the microprocessor and the
PLL/VCO. During boot up, the PLL/VCO is programmed over SPI, then the digital isolator is
unpowered to minimize any digital switching being present during RF operation. The second
digital isolator is kept powered on since it is used for high/low telemetry and commands.
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Figure 3.26: RF Front End Topology

The dominant RF performance parameters considered during the design were related to
signal fidelity and harmonic suppression. Signal fidelity was addressed by running RF components
within their linear region. While not ideal for total downlinking capability due to lower RF output
power and poorer system efficiency, the intent with this RF Front End was focused on process
development and design demonstration. The second RF performance parameter designed for was
harmonic suppression, and was achieved through use of RF filters in addition to optimizing the IF
and LO frequencies. The LO harmonics present are all multiples of the PLL/VCO output,
corresponding to 5.5GHz, 11GHz, 16.5GHz, 27.5GHz, etc., from Fig. 3.26. The IF frequency,
sourced from the USRP B200, harmonics occur at integer multiples of its output frequency. This
impact was suppressed by utilizing a surface mount LFCN-2250+ low-pass filter.
Further addressing the resulting harmonics from the LO entering the mixer was done postmixing. There were no COTS solutions available for the 24GHz band, and with minimizing overall
board space a single band-pass filter (BPF) stage was chosen. A microstrip coupled BPF was
chosen as it was most readily designable given the available project resources. Agilent Design
Software (ADS) was used for the initial design of the BPF, and HFSS was used to validate its
performance. Three BPFs were designed and built each with a center frequency of 23GHz, 24GHz,
or 25GHz, shown in Fig. 3.27. This being the first BPF design and fabrication, it was unclear if a
redesign would be required for frequency adjustment, and doing 3x designs up front was
significantly less work compared to if a separate fabrication run was performed. The 24GHz
design was successful and is shown in Fig. 3.28. This measurement was calibrated up to the
connectors. To calibrate out the microstrip losses the microstrip-only sample was measured from
Fig. 3.27 to had 2.3dB of loss. Therefore, the BPF radiated loss is ~2dB.
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Figure 3.27: Band-pass Filter Design and Prototypes

Figure 3.28: Band-pass Filter Passband Measurement
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3.2.3 Innovations to Technology Access
Significant challenges in the development of RF PCBAs source from the high design
complexity and complex manufacturing processes leading to high costs and long lead times. While
the natural evolution of high frequency RF engineering came out of experienced teams with access
to significant resources, the graduate student environment is in direct contrast. Simplifying these
complexities was therefore recognized as an essential component in enabling the development of
COM2. A summary of my efforts in this area lead to the following design methodologies and
selections:
1. Adopt an incremental prototyping approach with emphasis on inexpensive and rapid
prototyping
2. Use development boards provided by companies as a starting point in all designs
3. Validate proof-of-concept RF operation of all components before integration into the larger
RF system
4. Adopt a quasi-multilayer board stackup to significantly lower costs and lead time of PCB
manufacturing

Manufacturing of the RF Front End began with converting the LTC6946 PLL/VCO
development board layout from a 4 layer design to a 2 layer design. The value of this was allowing
for all RF ICs to share a common a 2 layer high speed PCB; this was essential for minimizing the
overall size and complexity of the system. The PCB substrate choice was Rogers 4000 series,
chosen because it low loss at these frequencies and when performing a survey of commonly
available PCB substrates at PCB manufacturers it was a popularly available option. Many
development boards also used this same substrate. The RF chain was subsequently prototyped
where each individual RF IC and its supporting circuitry was individually validated. All
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prototyping utilized the Southwest Microwave end launch connectors as shown in Fig. 3.27. The
local oscillator chain prototype and spectral output is shown in Fig. 3.29.

Figure 3.29: Local Oscillator Prototype

The stackup developed consisted of exclusive use of Rogers 4000 2 layer PCB for RF ICs
and an FR4 PCB for all DC routing. These two PCBAs were then affixed to each other using a
polyimide with pressure sensitive silicone adhesive. Metals pins, removed from 2mm pitch
connectors, were then used to make connections between the two PCBs. The result of this stackup
is the RF PCB costs around ~$150 to manufacture and the FR4 board is around ~$50. Since the
FR4 board is only used for DC routing and rigidity support, this stackup is sufficiently performant.
In contrast, the traditional approach is to glue these two different substrates together during PCB
manufacturing, resulting in lead time increases from ~3 days to ~3 weeks, and a cost increase of
~10x. The stackup I developed is shown in Fig. 3.30. Thermal dissipation was addressed by
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providing cut outs from the FR4 board to allow for aluminum extrusions from the below structure
to come directly up to the Rogers board; for an example of this application, see the four hole
provisions for fasteners around the power amplifier in Fig. 3.31. Additionally, the flight Rogers’s
board utilized 2oz copper for increases in plane thermal dissipation.

Figure 3.30: RF Front End Board Stackup

The flight RF Front End utilized immersion silver plating no mitigate issues of uncontrolled
magnetic permeability of plating’s utilizing nickel. Previous to the flight model, all Rogers PCBs
were bare copper. Bare copper required special care such as storing in vacuum sealed bags with
desiccant and minimizing hand oil contamination during handling. The advantage of bare copper
was that an LPKF laser enabled rapid and inexpensive prototyping. The vias were constructed
using the paste plus oven technique provided by LPKF. While this method does not provide
uniform, consistent, or even well controlled via construction, a test sample was constructed of a
ground coplanar waveguide which was found to have expected reflection and insertion loss
performance. When switching to the later chemical etched and plated flight model, the BPF was
separately manufactured so its performance could be isolated in measurement. Only the BPF
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underwent this process since it was the most sensitive component on the RF Front End to changes
in PCB dielectric properties.
The layout, shown in Fig. 3.31, was designed to localize functions, and provide continuity
from previous prototyping with minimal layout changes of critical functions. In anticipation of the
microstrip causing unwanted effects from radiation at RF absorber, Mast Technologies MR110041-00, was placed on the surface directly above the filter.
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Figure 3.31: RF Front End Layout

3.2 COM2: A Prototype Deep Space Communication System
The final COM2 system was built around pushing the state of the art for high frequency
communication technology for the CubeSat applications while still being accessible to University
level projects. Enabling this required the development of two innovations described in Section 3.1
and Section 3.2. These parts fit into the context of the overall communication system as shown in
Fig. 3.32. A Raspberry Pi 3 Compute Module was used to host the CAN interface, and provide a
USB connection to the software defined radio (SDR). A modified, read-only, version of the
Raspbian OS was developed and executed GNU Radio to interact with the SDR. The overall
system is designed to have as simplistic and minimal as possible interfaces to the CubeSat bus.
The interfaces include: (1) data bus interface via CAN to support telemetry and commands to
indicate the health of COM2 and change the operating state as well as transmit data, (2) power
interface using unregulated battery voltage (~6.6V to ~7.1V), and (3) a mounting via 8x 4-40
fasteners. The spectrum output of the RF Front End provides 28dBc of harmonic suppression and
provides a power output of 30dBm, see Fig. 3.33.
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Figure 3.32: COM2 Block Diagram

Figure 3.33: Harmonic Spectrum Output

The arrangement of PCBAs within COM2 were functionally separated between baseband
and the RF Front End. This distinction was made because the RF Front End is susceptible to digital
switching noise. Additionally, the power amplifier on the RF Front End required a low thermal
resistance sink. The solution was to split the COM2 electronics into two chambers: the top chamber
has just the RF Front End and the bottom chamber contains all other components. Pass-throughs
between the sections consist of a standard 0.1” pitch 2x row connector carrying SPI, control and
telemetry high/low lines, pins for a deployment mechanism, as well as an RF connection coming
from the SDR. See Fig. 3.34 and Fig. 3.35 for more detail.
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Figure 3.34: COM2 Internal PCB Structure

Figure 3.35: COM2 Assembled
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Chapter 4. Sun-Earth Trojan Explorer Mission
In this chapter a low-cost CubeSat mission, called SETEM, is defined by analyzing toplevel imaging, propulsion, and communication requirements and design. The primary mission
objectives of SETEM are to detect new candidate Sun-Earth L4 or L5 Trojan asteroids, and if no
new candidates dedicated then improve the current upper bound Earth Trojan asteroid (ETA) limit.
Additionally, SETEM is to be a low-cost enabling mission design and executable by universities.
The current upper bound ETA count limits are ~73 at L4 and ~97 at L5 for H ≤ 20.5 brightness,
and SETEM is to improve this by a 5x factor by providing an upper bound of 15 ETAs at H ≤ 20.5
brightness [58][33]. It is shown this can be achieved by utilizing a 10 cm diameter aperture using
20 s exposure times at a maximum ETA detection range is 0.13 AU. To minimize the propulsion
requirements and launch vehicle cost for the SETEM, the novel approach of piggybacking on lunar
bound mission is evaluated, and it is found shown the minimum ΔV to reach L4/L5 is ~416 m/s.
The communication analysis performed derives an equivalent isotropic radiated power
requirement of 56 dBWi at the K-band frequency utilizing the Deep Space Network Earth ground
station. This communication supports the downlinking of ETA survey images at a 150 kbps data
rate at a maximum distance of 1.5 AU. A communication solution for SETEM is proposed,
building on top of COM2 presented in Chapter 3, which meets and exceeds the performance
needed to successfully carry out SETEM.

4.1: Mission Overview
The Sun-Earth Trojan Explorer Mission (SETEM) is a low-cost CubeSat mission designed
to travel directly to the Sun-Earth L4 or L5 regions to identify new candidate Earth Trojan
Asteroids (ETAs). The intent of the mission is to be financially and technologically accessible for
universities. The scope of this chapter’s efforts is the initial study phase for the SETEM mission
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defining the key performance parameters, top-level subsystem requirements, and the driving
relationships between these parameters and requirements. The idea of sending a CubeSat to the
L4/L5 Lagrange points to search for and study ETAs was initially conceived by a small group
from NASA [163]. Their two page proposal was to send a 6U CubeSat with a wide-view infrared
camera to the L4/L5 to survey the region. My efforts build on top of and add substantial detail to
this initial idea but deviate in the following ways: (1) utilize visible spectrum imaging instead of
infrared to better leverage COTS components and eliminate any active cooling systems for the
imaging sensor, and (2) utilize narrow view instead of wide view optics to provide improved
angular resolution of objects in the sky and therefore be able to discern between already identified
objects, such as in the main asteroid belt, and new objects.
The primary mission objective of SETEM is to identify candidate Sun-Earth L4 or L5
Trojan asteroids; and a null result shall improve the upper bound limit of ETAs by a factor of 5x.
The intent is to send at least one SETEM spacecraft to each of the Lagrange points. If SETEM
proves successful, follow-up missions based on the SETEM spacecraft design can be carried out
using updated imaging capabilities to target a specific ETA. The current upper bound ETA count
limits, which are derived from previous null result searches, are ~73 at L4 and ~97 at L5 for

H  20.5 corresponding to S-type asteroids of ~210m across or larger [58][33]. The secondary
mission objectives of this mission are: (1) provide the university educational system with direct
hands-on experience developing and operating a deep-space CubeSat mission, and (2) to provide
a low cost and open source deep-space CubeSat design which can be adapted to a variety of other
deep-space science missions.
The top-level conceptual operations begins with launching SETEM on an existing cargo
mission to the moon, see Fig. 4.1. This novel approach significantly reduces launch costs and
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minimizes propulsion requirements to reach either L4 or L5 Trojan region. Once deployed,
SETEM undergoes small thrust maneuvers to set up the lunar gravity assist. After passing by the
moon, SETEM’s primary thrust application begins setting up the survey region trajectory. Once at
the Lagrangian survey region, SETEM will survey the region using a narrow field optical camera
being scanned in the vertical direction. SETEM will traverse along the Phase IV in Fig. 4.1 over
the course of one year. Collected images will be processed onboard and when new candidate
objects are detected they will be transmitted back to Earth. Upon an uplinked command SETEM
can then revisit regions to provide additional imagery.
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Figure 4.1: SETEM Conceptual Operations: Phase I: SETEM is deployed from lunar bound
cargo mission; Phase II: Lunar gravity assist is performed to target L4 or L5 region; Phase III:
Primary thrust applications correct trajectory to intercept Lagrangian point; Phase IV: Survey of
region is conducted and candidate images are sent back to Earth.

The key performance parameters and top-level requirements are driven most strongly from
imaging, propulsion, and communication needs in order to fulfill the mission objectives. In Section
4.2, the imaging and optical requirements are derived assuming the previous null results are to be
improved to an upper bound by a 5x factor, or 15 ETAs at H  20.5 . The absolute magnitude H
is a measure of an objects brightness referenced to an observer 1 AU away from the object, the
object 1 AU from the Sun, and zero phase angle [164]. In Section 4.3, the propulsion requirements
are derived using the novel approach of utilizing a trans-lunar injection orbit to help overcome the
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majority of the V requirements. Section 4.4 then focuses on communication requirements are
reflectarray design.
The 27U SETEM bus concept is shown in Fig. 4.2. The volume is motivated by a 3U
camera body volume, communications also at 3U, propulsion system which at 1000 m/s V is
approximately half the spacecraft mass and volume (13U), then left over space for electrical power,
attitude determination and control systems and potentially additional science payloads, such as a
dosimeter. Fig. 4.2 shows the quad reflectarray communication setup derived in Section 4.4 as
well as the 10cm camera lens from Section 4.2. The quad deployable reflectarray keeps the overall
setup simple without requiring compound deployments, as well as the feed antenna not requiring
deployment. Furthermore, the geometry developed allows for the feed antenna to be operational
before reflectarray panel deployment.
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Figure 4.2: SETEM 27U Bus Overview: Quad reflectarray setup (upper left), Reflectarray ray
tracing geometry (upper right), Feed antenna inset (lower left), Pre-deployed stowed
configuration (lower right)

4.2: Imaging Requirements
CubeSats being a small size, typically in units of 1L, significantly limit camera body sizes.
Therefore, it is important to consider the implications and requirements of an imaging system
capable of detecting ETAs. It will also be shown that the limiting parameter for this mission is the
focal length rather than the optics collection area.

4.2.1 Upper Bound from Null Result
The imaging requirements are driven from the mission requirement of improving the upper
bound ETA count to 15 at H  20.5 brightness. It is important to understand how an ETA null
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result is used to derive an upper bound ETA count. The following description follows from the
most recent ETA upper bound published using the DECam instrument [58], and is also the same
general approach used in the two other ETA upper bounds published [29][33]. In evaluating the
measurement implications to satisfying the null result requirement, the primary question of interest
is: what is the largest distribution which could have escaped detection? The first step in answering
this question is developing a synthetic set of ETAs which are most likely to exist. This is done by
starting with a set of objects with randomized orbital parameters and letting their orbits evolve in
an orbit propagation with includes perturbations such as Jupiter. By propagating these objects
forward in time a stable set of ETAs is established. The next step is to evaluate the efficacy of the
detection instrument which shall include all effects such as background stars and processing
algorithms. This is captured by the recovery rate, R(H) , which is the ability to correctly identify
an object as a function it’s brightness. In the case of the OSIREX-Rex null result analysis, R(H)
was derived using in-flight data of detected main belt asteroids compared to known main belt
asteroids present within the imaging field-of-view (FOV) [33]. For the DECam survey R(H) was
derived by injecting the synthetic ETA distribution into the pixel array input of the processing
pipeline and looking at identification rate [58]. In designing SETEM, R(H) must be bounded
initially and be used to guide the spacecraft design. Once operational R(H) can be refined through
measurement data collected. With R(H) known it can then be used to bound the upper limit of
ETAs. In the DECam survey analysis, it was found that the detection of 3 ETAs was within 3sigma for the synthetic population generated, leading to [58]:

ETA max (H) 

3
R(H)  C
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where C is the coverage of the survey relative to the entire Lagrangian region. This same
approach is adopted for SETEM. Therefore, meeting the requirement of an ETA upper limit to 15
at H  20.5 is achievable through a very high recovery rate at H  20.5 as well as high imaging
coverage of the region. For the SETEM missions, the recovery rate for H  20.5 is allocated ~90%
leaving ~20% to coverage.

4.2.2 Recovery Rate
Recovery rate is primarily a function of: (1) objects brightness; (2) measurement hardware
capabilities; (3) and detection algorithm. The recovery algorithm in the DECam consisted of a
source extractor, bullseye identification, and verification against previously catalogued objects
[58]. For the DECam survey, the recovery rate is shown in Figure 4.3. It shows good performance
at higher object brightness, and then quickly tapers down as objects become fainter near H  20 .

Figure 4.3: DECam Detection Algorithm Performance [58]
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It is expected that the SETEM mission will need to perform similar detection algorithm
operations using onboard processing due to the large communication distance prohibiting full
dataset downlinking, see Section 4.4.1 for more detail. In order to provide a highly usable data
input into the detection algorithm, the faintest detection threshold, corresponding to H  20.5 at
maximum view distance, is set to SNR  30 dB at imaging sensor output. This conservative
selection pushes the allocated ~10% error in recovery rate into the detection algorithm
implementation.

4.2.3 Coverage
Defining coverage requires specifying the spatial extent of the L4/L5 regions. Figure 1.9
shows the full extent to span inclinations >45° and longitude spans of >100°. Due to inclination
changes of the SETEM vehicle being prohibitive due to high V requirements, a primary vertical
scanning approach is adopted with the spacecraft staying on the elliptic plane. Furthermore,
minimizing the inclination surveyed during the mission is optimal, since this reduces the maximum
distance to an ETA. Consistent with the ~20% mission coverage previously defined, and Fig. 1.9,
the coverage for SETEM is limited to 5° inclination and 100° longitudinal span.

4.2.4 Comparable Imaging System
The SETEM mission is required to autonomously evaluate images for potential ETAs due
to the volume of data generated relative to the downlink capability. One example of this type of
ETA detection algorithm was the DECam survey of the L5 region which implemented a
centroiding algorithm to identify object centers, and compared these object locations against a
known object catalog to identify new potential objects. This type of processing is very similar to
another type of component already commonly used on spacecraft, including CubeSats, which is
the star tracker. A star tracker is a device which images a star field, and along with on onboard star
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catalog and processing algorithms, outputs the spacecraft attitude with respect to the celestial
sphere. The primary components of a star tracker consist of a light baffle, lens, imaging sensor,
and processing, as shown in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6 Star Tracker Overview [156]

The primary differences between a star tracker and the SETEM imaging payload are: (1) ability to
detect fainter objects, (2) larger star/object catalog, and (3) new object identification.

4.2.5 Exposure Time
The first step in determining exposure time is considering the number of photoelectrons
reaching the CCD. The spectral contributions from an ETA under consideration are the visible
range, 400nm to 800nm. Being reflected from the sun, the spectrum of the ETA is assumed to be
a black body of temperature 5800K. Using the Kodak KAF-401 CCD image sensor which has a
quantum efficiency of 0.3 – 0.6 across the 400nm to 800nm range, the influx of photons can be
converted to a photoelectron count. The result is that for an object of apparent magnitude 0 will
result in a count of R object,m0  19100 photoelectrons smm2 , where the units of seconds is exposure
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time, and the area is aperture size [156]. Shifting from absolute magnitude H to apparent
magnitude m is done through [157]:

m  H  5  log10  dOOdBS 
where d OO is the distance from the object to observer in AU, and d BS is the distance from the
object to the sun. This is evaluated in Section 4.2.7 resulting in m  16.1 at a view distance of

D max  0.13 AU as the faintest ETA which shall be detectable. This results in a count of
R ETA



R ETA,m=0 

1
 0.007
2.51215.40

photoelectrons smm 2

. The factor of 2.512 comes from the scale

definition of two objects having a 5 magnitude difference for a 100 times brightness difference, or
5

100  2.512 .
The dominant noise contribution considered is the photon-noise-limited case [162]. This

noise source follows from the variance of a Poisson distribution due to the random arrival of
photons from the ETA at the image sensor, where this noise power,  ETA , is:
ETA  R ETA  Acamera  t exposure

where R ETA is photoelectrons per second reaching the CCD sensor is, A camera is the aperture area,
and t exposure is the exposure time. Two others noise sources present are that of the background sky
brightness and the base noise. Base noise is associated with the CCD and associated electronics
necessary for sampling, such as analog-to-digital conversion and amplifiers, as well as nonuniformity in the pixel array. By requiring SNR  30 dB the ETA becomes significantly brighter
than the base noise and background sky noise, and therefore the photo-noise-limited case becomes
valid. The SNR is therefore:
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SNR  R ETA  Acamera  t exposure

A is the aperture area. This SNR is evaluated assuming the camera aperture fits with a 3U volume
of a CubeSat. 3U is 10cm x 10cm x 34cm, and providing space for the stray light baffle (see
Fig.4.6) leaves 10 cm for a lens aperture. The result is that t  20 s exposure time is required,
assuming: 10 cm aperture, quantum efficiency of 0.3 to 0.6 from the Kodak KAF-401 CCD image
sensor, SNR  30 dB, and an ETA of H  20.5 at Dmax  0.13 AU .

4.2.6 Field-of-View
The FOV is important since it sets the angular precision of determining an object’s center
location. It is also important to ensure that the FOV relative to the numbers of pixels allows for
sufficient differentiation among detected objects such that an ETA does not go undetected due to
being binned with another object. FOV also sets how many individual pictures are taken in order
to provide coverage of the Lagrangian region and therefore has direct consequences on
communication. A lower bound FOV is derived assuming the camera system is of the simplest
type for CubeSat integration, namely the refracting camera where the aperture is made up of a
single convex lens and the CCD is placed at the lens focal length. The FOV for a single refracting
lens is:

d 
FOVtotal  2  arctan  CCD 
 2f 
where d CCD is the size of the CCD and f is the focal length. The focal length is restricted by the
CubeSat geometry, which limits the overall camera body to fit within 34 cm. As will be shown
below, the focal length is the limited parameter in providing sufficient angular resolution in the
FOV. Here, angular resolution means the horizontal/vertical field of view divided by the number
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of horizontal/vertical pixels on the CCD array. The highest angular resolution occurs using the
smallest sized pixels and the longest focal length. As this is a driving performance metric, the
maximum focal length compatible with the CubeSat geometry is adopted. Setting f  30 cm
provides sufficient margin and volume for the lens, CCD sensor and associated electronics,
shielding and thermal management, and CubeSat structure. The CCD chosen for this analysis is
highest performance COTS option which is commonly used in astronomy applications, the KAF3200. It has a useable resolution of 2184 x 1472 pixels, and the pixel size is 6.8 x 6.8 µm [173].
This leads to a horizontal FOV of 2.84° and vertical FOV of 1.91°.
Verifying there is sufficient angular resolution to ensure an ETA does not go undetected
requires knowledge of the number of objects within the FOV. The number of objects of given
1.08m
brightness or brighter, N m , was fitted from data to be Nm  6.57e
[156]. Using m  16.1 ,

leads to a total of 245 million objects and 32160 objects in the FOV. At magnitude m  16.1 there
are ~100x fewer objects than there are pixels in the FOV which helps ensure an ETA will not go
undetected from insufficient angular resolution.

4.2.7 Spatial Geometry
In SETEM operation imaging takes place during opposition, where the spacecraft imaging
apparatus faces directly away from the sun. Additionally, the spacecraft trajectory should be
chosen such that the maximum viewing distance is minimized over the entire coverage region.
Optimizing for the two drivers leads to a spacecraft trajectory which follows some distance away
along the inner edge at of the L4/L5 region within the ecliptic plane, as shown in Fig. 4.1. From
the spacecraft vantage point, the maximum view distance, D max , is therefore set by the spatial
extent of the Trojan region combined with the distance between SETEM and Trojan region. The
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lowest D max is when SETEM follows the inner edge of the Trojan region, which would lead to

D max 

 tan  5 1 AU    0.006 AU 
2

2

 0.088 AU and

a

vertical

scanning

angle

of

2  tan 1 1 AU  tan 5 0.006 AU  172 . Here, the width of the Trojan region is from a previous
orbital stability analysis yielding semi-major axis range of 1  0.003 AU [154][155]. It is important
to minimize the scanning range since this minimizes the amount of data to be sent to Earth and
also minimizes the slew requirements on the spacecraft attitude control system. The maximum
view distance is instead set by the result of the previous section and derived from

m  H  5  log10  doo  dBS  which allows shifting from absolute magnitude H to apparent
magnitude m is done through [157]. Setting d BS  1.003 AU and m  16.1 , results in

D max  d oo  0.13 AU .

This

bounds

the

scanning

range

to

2  tan 1 1 AU  tan 5 0.096 AU  85 .

4.2.8 Pixel Smearing
While L4 and L5 are defined points, an ETA’s region of stability is significantly larger,
which can described by the libration amplitude, libration period, and inclination. Libration
amplitude describes the longitudinal span of an ETA orbit. Bounding the ETA speed is done by
considering the libration amplitude and period generated from numerical analysis of a synthetic
ETA population in Fig. 4.4. The upper bound is at high libration amplitudes:

Vmax,in-plane  1401 AU 

2
AU
 0.038
 180 m
s
220 years
year
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Figure 4.4: ETA Libration Period and Amplitude Dependence [155]

Here, the factor of 2 is for accounting for the full period of motion, and the

 is

for converting

from average speed to maximum. For out-of-plane relative speed, an upper bound is determined
from simulation results shown in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Orbital Evolution for Two ETA Models [154]

From Figure 4.5 the last 0.5 Myr is used to set the out-of-plane velocity upper bound:

Vmax,out-plane  tan  20  1 AU 
Since: Vmax,out-plane

2 6
AU
 2.7e  5
0.5 Myr
year

Vmax,in-plane , then: Vmax  Vmax,in-plane  180 m s .
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To evaluate the implications of the ETA velocity on exposure time the maximum ETA
angular displacement is calculated during a single frame. Vmax  180 m s over t exposure  20 s sets
the distance traveled, and at D max  0.13 AU , the angular displacement is 0.00001°. This angle is
then compared to the degrees of sky per pixel on the CCD. In Section 4.2.6 the horizontal FOV is
2.83° and is 2184 pixels wide, leading to a sky pixel coverage of 0.0013 degrees per pixel. The
result is that during a single exposure, an ETA at the farthest distance stays well within one pixel
which is ideal to prevent pixel smearing.

4.3: Propulsion Requirements
The novel approach proposed for SETEM is to utilize a trans-lunar injection orbit to
significantly decrease propulsion demands. A trans-lunar injection (TLI) is a large burn performed
by spacecraft to leave Earth orbit to target a lunar orbit. With a renewed interest in space
exploration and lunar bound missions, see Section 2.2, upcoming lunar missions will provide low
cost opportunities for secondary cargo, such as CubeSats. By minimizing the propulsion
requirements for SETEM, the overall cost and satellite complexity are kept to a minimum. The
purpose of this subsection is to evaluate the propulsion requirements for SETEM considering
launch window sensitivity.

4.3.1: Initial Condition
The reference trajectory used for this analysis is from first launch of the NASA SLS Orion
capsule. Along with the development of this new launch vehicle and crew capsule, NASA hosted
the CubeQuest Lunar Derby Centennial Challenge. During my contributions for phase I on this
challenge, see Section 2.4, NASA provided the Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage (ICPS)
disposal state as the closest-to-Earth ejection point for contestant CubeSats, which was:
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R x,ICPS  -1.502e4 km
R y,ICPS  -2.357e4 km
R z,ICPS  2.242e3 km
Vx,ICPS  -4.855e-1 km s
Vy,ICPS  -5.049 km s
Vz,ICPS  -8.780 km s

These coordinates are valid at 2.4581031227118e6 Julian time (December 15, 2017) in an
Earth inertial reference frame. The ICPS disposal state is visualized using Science Tool Kit (STK)
in Fig. 4.7. The design of the ICPS disposal state is to put the ICPS onto a trajectory which leaves
Earth’s region in order to not become hazardous orbital debris. This disposal state is achieved
through a lunar gravity assist, which can be seen as the apparent change of direction in the
trajectory. This figure also exemplifies how depending on the lunar calendar day, different
outgoing directions are achieved which can be leveraged to target either the L4 or L5 regions. In
Fig. 4.7 shown in red is when the ICPS is within the moon’s sphere of influence rSOI , defined by
[165]:
rSOI

m
 a  
M

25

The sphere of influence applies to a three-body problem when one of the bodies is significantly
smaller than either of the other two, and is used to identify what object has primary gravitational
influence on the smaller third body. M and m are the masses of the larger and smaller bodies,

a

is the semi-major axis of the smaller body with respect to the larger body. Using

M moon  7.342e22 kg ,

M Earth  5.972e24 kg ,

MSun  1.989e30 kg ,

a moon  3.844e5 km ,

a Earth  1.496e8 km leads to rSOI,moon  6.617e4 km and rSOI,Earth  9.245e5 km .
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Figure 4.7: ICPS Disposal State Lunar Gravity Assist

To analyze using the ICPS disposal state for the SETEM mission it is important to
accurately account for the impact of the lunar gravity assist. STK was used to propagate the ICPS
state in various section shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: STK Propagator Sequential Usage
From Section
ICPS disposal state
distance to moon rSOI,moon
(decreasing)
distance to moon rSOI,moon
(increasing)

To Section
distance to moon rSOI,moon
(decreasing)
distance to moon rSOI,moon
(increasing)
distance to Earth rSOI,Earth
(decreasing)

Propagator
Earth HPOP
Moon HPOP
Earth HPOP

The usage of different propagators depends on criteria set by the sphere of influence. The
Earth HPOP propagator utilizes a 21 order Earth gravity model as the central body and the Sun
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and moon as third bodies, and the Moon HPOP propagator is utilized using 48th order moon
gravity model and the Earth and Sun as third bodies. The end state which serves is selected at the
boundary for when the primary gravitational influence transitions from the Earth to the Sun; this
will become especially important in Section 4.3.2 when the Hohmann transfer analysis is
considered. The final end state from Table 4.1, hereafter referred to the  t 0 state, referenced in
an Earth inertial frame, is:

R x,t 0  7.876e5 km
R y,t 0  4.673e5 km
R z,t 0  1.268e5 km
Vx,t 0  9.844e  1 km s
Vy,t 0  1.940e  4 km s
Vz,t 0  6.978e  2 km s
Whereas typical space mission trajectories are designed for optimal ΔV considerations,
SETEM is intended to be secondary cargo on a lunar bound mission, and therefore not have
optimal drop off parameters. It is therefore necessary to consider all launch possibilities, which in
the current context is over a lunar month. The initial velocity and position vectors within the  t 0
state are rotated in the Earth frame by angle  . Shown in Fig 4.8 are the states: t0  t0,0 ,

t0,90 , t0,180 , an t0,270 . Also shown are the direction of Earth’s velocity as well as the
direction to the Sun.
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Figure 4.8: SETEM Earth Outbound Direction
4.3.2: ΔV from Specific Energy
The lower bound propulsion requirement is derived from the V required to balance the
outgoing kinetic energy term at the  t 0 state location. In the Sun inertial frame the specific energy,

E , from kinetic and gravitational potential energies:
initial 

Vinitial,  2
2

M
M moon
M Sun 
 G   Earth 


 rSOI,Earth rSETEM moon rEarth Sun 

Vinitial,  VEarth  Vt0  VE,
Vinitial,  VEarth  Vt0  VE,
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The distance from the  t 0 state to the moon, rSETEM moon , is 6779e5 km extracted from
STK. The distance from the  t 0 state to the Sun is set to the distance from the earth to the Sun,

rEarth Sun , since this generalizes by averaging the  t 0 state over one year. Vinitial has two limits,
one where the Earth’s velocity, VEarth , is parallel with Vt 0 and one that is antiparallel. The freedom
between choosing the angle between these two aforementioned vectors is equivalent to considering
different launch day opportunities, see Fig. 4.8. VE is the impulsive change in velocity associated
with this specific energy analysis. For the final state at L4/L5 SETEM has the some rotation period
as Earth, and is equidistant between the Earth and Sun.
final 

M
VEarth 2
 M moon  MSun 
 G   Earth

2
rEarth Sun



VEarth is taken as 29.78 km/s and rEarth Sun is 1 AU or 1.496e8 resulting in:
VE,  972 m s
VE,  1001 m s

The importance behind the spread of the two VE limiting cases is that it predicts useful
bounds for maximum propulsion requirements of ~1 km/s when considering conservation of
energy only. It also suggests the minimum propulsion requirement occurs midway between the
two limiting cases where the outgoing velocity direction, V̂t0 , is perpendicular to Earth’s velocity,

V̂Earth , corresponding approximately to the t0,90 or t0,270 states. In the next section the
impact of angular momentum is considered and will provide more insight into the dependence on
.
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4.3.3: ΔV from Hohmann Transfer
To understand the impact of the launch day on ΔV requirements Hohmann transfer
techniques are applied. The Hohmann transfer is the most energy efficient two-impulse orbit
maneuver between two coplanar orbits which share a common focus [167]. In order to use this
technique a number of simplifications and assumptions are made. The first is use of the patchedconic approximation where N-body problems are reduced to three-body by separating out different
spatial regions of the problem space based on the various sphere of influences each defined by

rSOI [165].For the SETEM, there are three regions traversed through: the Earth’s SOI, the moon’s
SOI, and the Sun’s SOI. The  t 0 was passively propagated until the boundary between passing
out of the Earth’s SOI and into the Sun’s SOI which allows all subsequent analysis to occur with
only the Sun as the central body.
The Lagrangian point L4/L5 is inherently a three-body problem, so it is important to
consider the impact of approximating this problem as a two-body problem. As a two-body there is
no Earth included and the only two bodies are the spacecraft and the sun. This can be quantified
by considering the summed potential and kinetic energies. Following a similar form from the
previous section, below are the specific energies of SETEM including the Earth and not including
the Earth while stationary at L4/L5.
 No Earth

 V  Vcorrection 
 Earth

With Earth 

2

 VEarth 
2

2

2

 M Sun 
G

 rL4/ L5Sun 

 M Earth
MSun 
G


 rL4/ L5Earth rL4/ L5Sun 
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Setting  No Earth  With Earth and rL4/L5Earth  1 AU leads to Vcorrection  89 m s . This ΔV will be
shown to be significantly below the minimum ΔV required from the primary orbit maneuver
required.
The next approximation used for this analysis is that V̂t0 is in the Earth’s orbital plane.
This is not guaranteed, since the moon has a 5.15° inclination [166]. The intention is this condition
would be met for the SETEM by performing small propulsive corrections before the lunar gravity
assist combined with bounding allowable initial conditions on SETEM’s drop off point  i and
time. For the scope of this chapter, only a single disposal state is considered for the ICPS, as
defined in Section 4.3.1, but further work would be to perform Monte Carlo analysis for a variety
of launch vehicle and mission combinations. Another assumption is the use of impulse propulsion
maneuvers when SETEM will be outfitted with a low-thrust electric propulsion system; this is
expected to lead to an underestimate of ΔV required. The last assumption taken with the approach
presented is not quantifying ΔV associated with phasing and survey coverage maneuvers; this
section specifically addresses the ΔV for reaching the semi-major axis and eccentricity of the
L4/L5 points, and these additional operating ΔVs are accounted for in the mission design in the
propulsion margin requirement of +50%.
In considering the two impulses associated with the Hohmann transfer it is useful to
parametrize the orbit in terms of its periapsis and apoapsis. The first impulse is to go from the
initial orbit’s periapsis to the periapsis of the transfer orbit, and the second impulse is to go from
the apoapsis of the transfer orbit to the apoapsis of the final orbit [167]. This assumes the apoapsis
of the final orbit is larger than the periapsis of the initial orbit. For this application where the Sun
is the focus, the angular momentum, h , is [167]:
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h

2  G  M Sun 

ra  rp
ra  rp

Here ra is the apoapsis and rp is the periapsis. In addition to angular momentums, the speeds at the
apoapsis and periapsis are:

Va,p 

h
ra,p

For the SETEM using  t 0 as the initial state we have ra,t0  0.981 AU and

rp,t0  0.882 AU . The STK software was used to perform coordinate transformation from the Earth
centered to Sun center system. The transfer orbit then has rp,transfer  0.882 AU and ra,transfer  1 AU
, and the final orbit is circular with rfinal  1 AU . This leads to a ΔV of 150 m/s for the first impulse
and 948 m/s for the second impulse, or a total ΔV of 1098 m/s. This process is then repeated for
various  rotations to show the ΔV dependence for different t0, states. This was initially
performed in 30° steps, and 15° steps were performed near the minimums. The results of these
efforts are shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: SETEM Launch Day Sensitivity

The two minimums, occurring at ~75° and ~285°, correspond to the t0,75 and t0,285
states. These results show good agreement from the specific energy consideration from Section
4.3.1; namely, there are two separate minimum ΔV states occurring at the predicted locations. The
maximum ΔV predicted by the Hohmann transfer is larger than that derived from energy analysis
alone, which is expected since the former accounts for conservation of angular momentum. The
minimum ΔV calculated was 327 m/s for   75 . For reference, shown on the figure is also a limit
line corresponding to 500m/s ΔV which corresponds to launch access for ~15% of Earth rotations.
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4.4: Communication Requirements
The purpose of the communications section is twofold: (1) develop top level
communication requirements, and (2) apply design techniques established in Chapter 3 to fulfilling
these top level communication requirements. The scope of the SETEM communication system
addressed in Section 4.4 deals specifically with the downlinking of science data necessary for
fulfilling the primary mission objective of providing sufficient imaging coverage. There are
additional communication needs not explicitly addressed such as:


Telemetry: downlinked SETEM data dealing with spacecraft health and state



Commands: uplinked data to change the state of SETEM



Reprogramming: uplinked data used to “re-flash” memory states



Navigation: Doppler ranging and tracking

It will be shown in this section that the volume of image data to downlink is substantially
greater than that typically required for telemetry needs; telemetry needs are not a driving design
requirement. The uplink capabilities needed for commanding and reprogramming are assumed to
not be a design driver because of the asymmetry within the 2-way communication link: the uplink
link is significantly easier to close too significantly more performant power amplifiers. The Deep
Space Network (DSN) is currently upgrading their system with 100 kW transmitters in S-band and
80 kW transmitters in X-band [169]. The last communication related need is for navigation and is
satisfied by selecting the SETEM communication downlink to be compatible with existing DSN
Doppler ranging capabilities. It is expected that SETEM will utilize multiple frequency bands. The
thesis focuses on the most limited communication channel associated with downloading science
data.
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4.4.1: Data Rate
The data rate requirement is driven directly from the imaging requirements derived under
the assumption of a SETEM null result improving the upper bound to 15 ETAs at H  20.5 . The
coverage region derived spans 5° inclination and 100° longitude. The angular height of this region
from SETEM’s vantage is 85° from Section 4.2.7.
The vertical and horizontal camera FOV is 1.91° and 2.84°, respectively, from Section
4.2.6. This leads to 45 vertical frames required. The horizontal numbers of frames is determined
from knowing the arclength of the region, 1 AU 100  1.74 AU , and the camera FOV width of

0.013 AU  2.84  0.00064 AU , leading to 2700 frames wide. The total number of frames for the
entire mission is therefore 120,000. For reference, at 20s exposure time, this requires ~28 days of
imaging. For the Kodak KAF-3200 CCD image sensor with 2184 x 1472 pixels, using 16 bits per
pixel, leads to a mission total of 780GB uncompressed collected image data.
The amount of data generated by SETEM requires substantial on board processing to limit
the amount required to be sent back to Earth. Historically, space missions have had limited
computational resources available. However, recent advancements in industrial grade general
purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) have begun seeing incorporation onto CubeSat
missions such as the NVIDIA Jetson Tx2i. This new opportunity will be highly advantageous for
onboard data processing. For SETEM, the purpose onboard processing serves is to identify image
frames that are likely to contain a new object not present in the onboard catalog. While it is beyond
the scope of this dissertation to design the processing chain to identify ETA candidates, the pipeline
developed for the DECam ETA survey is used for reference [58]. This survey had a coverage of
24% and identified 7676 candidate objects. With SETEM targeting a similar coverage to the
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DECam survey, 20% compared to 24% coverage, the assumed candidate object count of 7676.
Using the limiting case of all candidate objects are on separate frames and a lossless compression
ratio of 3:1, the total volume of data to downlink is 16.5 GB [168].
The total data volume of 16.5GB is to be downlink continuously throughout the mission.
Due to DSN scheduling restrictions, 1 hour per day is allocated for downlinking. Using a 1 year
duration for imaging leads to a data rate of 100 kbps. An additional 50% data rate overhead is
included to account for file framing, timestamping, communication layer framing, spacecraft
health telemetry, etc. Therefore, the downlink data rate for SETEM shall be ≥ 150 kbps.

4.4.2: Link Budget
The link budget is a method of accounting for all the gains and losses in a communication
link. It is a tool developed in the early planning stages of any communication link, and is
continuously refined as the design of the system is matured and uncertainties are minimized. The
primary variables in the link budget for this analysis are the equivalent isotropic radiated power
(EIRP), the free-space signal loss ( L S ), the receiver antenna gain ( G R ), and noise power. The
EIRP is a useful metric as it describes the output power necessary by an isotropic radiator to
generate a particular peak power flux density. The main contributors to EIRP are transmitter
antenna gain and transmitter output power. This EIRP decomposition will be addressed in the next
section. The free-space signal loss is due to the geometric dispersion as the signal travels through
space, and is [172]:
 4  Drange 
LS  





Here  corresponds to the wavelength of the center frequency of operation which in this
case is the middle of NASA Ka-band of 31.8 GHz to 32.3 GHz and Drange is the communication
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link distance. This link budget also assumes the link is noise limited, rather than interferer limited
such as from multipath, jammers, or background radio frequency interference. The noise power is

kTSBN , where k is Boltzmann constant, TS is the equivalent noise temperature of the entire
receiver system which includes sky temperature and cosmic background contributions, and B N is
the receiver bandwidth necessary for demodulating and decoding the signal.
The planned ground station use for SETEM are the 34 meter parabolic dish Beam
Waveguide (BWG) antennas part of the DSN. The DSN is utilized for all of NASA’s deep space
missions. The BWG antennas are the latest generation to the DSN [169]. They provide the highest
performance for the SETEM mission by providing exceptionally high antenna gains, low receiver
noise temperatures, great coverage over the entire mission coverage, Ka-band support, and
Doppler ranging capabilities. The specific BWG DSN sites which support Ka-band downlink are
DSS-25, DSS-26, DSS-34, DSS-35, DSS-36, DSS-54, and DDS-55. These sites are spread out
across Mojave Desert in California, Tidbinbilla in Australia, and Robledo de Chavela in Spain.
For initial planning. Each of the sites have slightly different noise temperature performance which
range from 26.26 K to 35.60 K. For the purposes of this analysis the average across all sites is used
at 32.4 K. The maximum range was found from using the 100° longitudinal span from Section
4.3.2 and 1 AU orbit radius.
Another important top level design driver is the required signal-to-noise ratio, or more
commonly used for digital systems energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio, E b N 0 .
Factors here include modulation type as well as coding and error correction schemes employed.
For the purposes of simplifying this analysis, binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation is used
combined with convolution coding at rate ½ concatenated with Reed-Solomon 233-255 coding
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[170]. This has a E b N 0  1.8 dB at a frame drop rate of 106 [170]. This combination of inner
and outer coding offers strong resilience to dropped bits and offers significant performance
advantages on lowering the required E b N 0 . However, this solution offers poor spectral efficiency
of 0.44 [172]. While more advanced and higher performance coding schemes do exists, such as
Turbo or LDPC coding, their advantages are minor compared to the fidelity of the current link
budget. The link budget is shown in Table 4.2. Once all other parameters were determined, the
EIRP entry was varied in order to achieve a final system margin of ≥ 3 dB. The derived EIRP
required for SETEM is ≥ 56 dBWi. It is also noteworthy that no reflectarray, or even nonreflectarray systems, on CubeSats have achieved an EIRP of ≥ 56 dBWi. In the following two
sections I explain how principles from the developments of COM2 from Section 3.2 can be scaled
in size and power to meet the 56 dBWi requirement.
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Table 4.2: SETEM Link Budget

Transmitter
Properties

Propagation

Receiver
Properties

Link

Variable Name
Frequency
Data rate
EIRP
Polarization
Range

Value
32.05
150
56
CP
1.532

Units
GHz
kbps
dBWi

Path Loss, L S
Additional Losses
Isotopically received Power

289.8
3
-206.8

dB

Antenna Gain, G R
Power received
Spectrum utilization

79
-127.8
0.44

dBi

Bandwidth, B N
Equivalent temperature
Noise power
Received SNR (single antenna)
Array factor increase
Array factor implementation
loss
Received SNR (antenna, array)
Frame error rate, (BER)
Required SNR
Margin

340.91
32.4
-128.2
0.4
4.77

kHz

0.25
4.92
1e-6
1.8
3.12

AU
dB
dBm
dBm

K
dBm
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

This link budget also assumes DSN arraying where 3x 34m BWG dishes are phase
combined in order to improve the ground reception gain [170]. This is necessary for closing the
link at the maximum link distance of the SETEM mission of 1.5 AU. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the
majority of the SETEM is well below a range of 1.5 AU, relaxing the need for DSN arraying.
Additional opportunities exist in improving link performance because at this early stage of
planning conservative margins are used: the link budget uses an allocated 3 dB overall margin as
well as a 3 dB for additional losses to account for polarization mismatch, atmospheric attenuation,
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implementation losses, filter mismatch, etc. As the design matures, and allocations are refined to
include measured capabilities of prototyped hardware, these margins can be tightened. It is also
recommended to utilize an adaptive data rate system which allows for optimum use of the link
which would allow for the highest data rate possible; this minimizes the required ground station
operation time which bills based on used time.

4.4.3: Increasing Capability
In developing a communication system for SETEM capable of achieving an EIRP of ≥ 56
dBWi it is important to consider this in context of other systems. EIRP is defined as:

EIRP  G Tx  ILTx  PTx
Here, G Tx is the transmit antenna gain referenced to an isotropic antenna having units dBi. In the
case of a circular polarized system G Tx is referenced to a perfectly circular polarization isotropic
antenna, and is typically expressed in units dBiC or dBi. IL Tx is the insertion loss in between the
output of the power amplifier and the input of the antenna. PTx is the output power of the radio or
transmitter, where in this case it is referenced to 1 W having units of dBW.
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Table 4.3: EIRP Comparison of Current CubeSat Reflectarrays
ISARA
[141][174]

System Name

CubeSat Size Required
for
Reflectarray 3U
Incorporation
Reflectarray Deployable
2
Features Quantity
Deployable Feed?
Panel Geometry
Mechanical Complexity

Yes

MarCO
COM2
[13][97][175]
6U

1U

2

1

Yes

No

Units

3x
@ 3x
@ 1x
@
33.9 cm x 33.5 cm x 6.25 cm x
8.26 cm
19.9 cm
6.25 cm
High
High
Low

Total Area, A Tx
Frequency

840

2000

39.1

cm2

26

8.425

24.05

GHz

Gain, G Tx

33.5

29.2

19

dBi

28

42

25

%

Insertion Loss, IL Tx

0

0.5

1

dB

Power Output, PTx
EIRP

-7

5.8

0

dBW

26.5

35

18

dBWi

Total Efficiency,



In Table 4.3 IL Tx was unknown for ISARA and MarCO so was set to zero.
In designing SETEM’s next generation communication system and defining the required
size the following gain relationship is useful [176]:
G Tx  4

A Tx  
2

Where A Tx is the area and  is the aperture efficiency. In this form,  also includes feed efficiency
and associated losses integrated system losses. For reflectarray design, a more useful form is to
replace the area with A Tx  ATx  , where A Tx is the actual reflectarray panel area, and  is
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factor accounting for projecting A in the direction of the main beam as well as accounting for
any other obstructions, see Fig. 3.20 for example. The gain then becomes:
G  4

ATx  
2

where    is the totally efficiency and is the most useful metric to use in reflectarray design
application to CubeSats since it accounts for RF design as well as incorporation into the CubeSat
form factor. The calculated



is shown for each of the systems in Table 4.3. ISARA and COM2

have similar efficiency, while MarCO has substantially higher efficiency which is attributed to
using X-band versus Ka/K-band due to lower dissipative losses.

4.4.4: Design Solution
Achieving an EIRP of at least 56 dBWi for SETEM requires a significant improvement on
the state-of-the-art. With the SETEM intended to be university accessible, achieving this
breakthrough in communication capability shall be done while keeping the system complexity low.
There are three primary areas important to keeping the reflectarray implementation simple. The
first is keeping the RF feed design and reflectarray design simple. In Chapter 3, a proof-of-concept
reflectarray system was developed with the use of a low complexity feed antenna and reflectarray.
These contributions can be directly applied using appropriate scaling for a higher frequency and
large reflectarray size. The second are the RF driving electronics which consists of the following
main components: baseband processing, Doppler tracking and ranging DSN interoperability, and
power amplification. This area of complexity of SETEM is addressed by using and already
available COTS power amplification solution. The RF baseband and processing aspects are not
specifically addressed in this chapter, but readers are referenced to state-of-the-art COTS options
such as the Iris V2.1 CubeSat Deep Space Transponder [175]. The last area of complexity is
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mechanical deployables which are challenging to implement due to the vibration and shock
environments present pre-deployment and the thermal environments while on-orbit. Both MarCO
and ISARA utilized a 3 hinge system: the feed was deployed via a single hinge, and the reflectarray
surface was double hinged, see Fig. 4.9. The feed hinge is useful to minimize the stowed feed
volume, and the second hinge set on the reflectarray is useful in expanding the useable area of the
reflectarray surface. Beyond the actual mechanical complexity of implementing a double hinged
reflectarray surface, thermal induced strains are a limiting factor in reflectarray performance.
Consider for example the SETEM wavelength of 9.4 mm. To keep the reflectarray element phase
error within 10% the reflectarray panel needs to stay within , or 0.47 mm, positional tolerance over
all operational thermal environments. For this reason, it is preferred for SETEM to use a single
hinged deployable reflectarray surface.

Figure 4.9: MarCO CAD model [140]

For the power amplifier stage, which sets , the SETEM reference design and below analysis
utilizes the highest performance low-cost COTS option. The Analog Devices HMC7054 is a fully
integrated high power amplifier system designed for single carrier satellite communication systems
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[177]. It weighs 1.6 lbm, consumes 0.42 L of volume, and provides 9 W of output power at 32
GHz at 56% overall power efficiency [177]. The insertion loss, , between the output of this power
amplifier and the input to the feed antenna is allocated 1 dB. The assumed efficiency for SETEM
is a conservative 25%, see Tale 4.3 for comparison to other systems, with opportunity for
improvement as the system design matures. See Table 4.4 below for the trade study of various
configurations.
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Table 4.4: SETEM Reflectarray Trade Study

Configuration
Name

MarCO

CubeSat Size
Required for
6U
Reflectarray
Incorporation
RA Deployable
2
Features Quantity
Deployable Feed? Yes
3x @
33.5 cm
Panel Geometry
x
19.9 cm
Mechanical
High
Complexity

MarCO
Config

2x
MarCO
Config

COM2Scaled

4x
COM2Scaled

4x
COM2ScaledXL

6U or
12U

6U or
12U

6U or
12U

12U

27U

2

2

1

1

1

Yes
3x @
33.5 cm
x
19.9 cm

Yes
6x @
33.5 cm
x
19.9 cm

No
1x @
33.5 cm
x
19.9 cm

No
4x @
33.5 cm
x
19.9 cm

No
4x @
33.5 cm
x
33.5 cm

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Units

Total Area, A Tx

2000

2000

4000

667

2667

4489

cm2

Frequency

8.425

32.05

32.05

32.05

32.05

32.05

GHz

Gain, G Tx
Total Efficiency,

29.2

38.6

41.6

33.8

39.8

42.1

dBi

42

25

25

25

25

25

%

0

1

1

1

1

1

dB

PTx

5.8

9.5

12.8

9.5

15.8

15.8

dBW

EIRP
Margin Against
56dBWi
Requirement

35

47.1

53.4

42.3

54.6

56.9

dBWi

-21

-8.9

-2.6

-13.7

-1.4

0.9

dB



Insertion Loss,

ILTx
Power Output,

The configurations of Table 4.4 are best understand in descending order:
i.

MarCO: This information is from Table 4.3. Being the first, and only, CubeSat reflectarray
used to support a science mission, MarCO is used as the starting point in deriving the
SETEM reflectarray design solution.
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ii.

MarCO Config: This configuration uses the same deployable geometry as MarCO (see
Fig. 4.9) but is adapter to SETEM by changing the frequency of operation and total
efficiency. It also utilizes the Analog Devices HMC7054 power amplifier. These
modifications raise the EIRP by 12.1 dB over the MarCO mission, but it still falls short by
8.9 dB.

iii.

2x MarCO Config: This configuration uses two identical MarCO Config setups, one on
each two opposing sides of the spacecraft bus. Each side has a dedicated power amplifier
which doubles the total output power. The power amplifier are fed in-phase, and with
identical reflectarray setups on both sides, this creates constructive interference between
the two setups resulting in a +3 dB gain increase. This setup is considered the same amount
of mechanical complexity because while there are more deployable panels, half of the setup
is identical to the other side. The only added piece, phase matching the power amplifiers,
is low effort and low risk. This setup still falls short 2.6 dB of the requirement. Improving
beyond this setup by simply adding additional panels to further increase gain further is a
prohibitive increase in mechanical complexity. Therefore, a different, simpler, approach is
sought.

iv.

COM2-scaled: There are two attractive features from COM2 incorporated: single panel
reflectarray deployment and a fixed feed that does not require deployment. COM2-scaled
is implementing these simplifications on a single 2U x 3U (33.5 cm x 19.9 cm) panel. This
setup is 13.7 dB short of the requirement, yet achieves a 7.3 dB higher EIRP compared to
the MarCO mission already flown for a significantly simpler mechanical setup.

v.

4x-COM2-scaled: Further increasing EIRP is done by duplicating the reflectarray setup
on four sides of the spacecraft bus, see Fig. 4.2 for geometry configuration. Each side has
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its own power amplifier bringing the total output power to 38 W. While this amount of RF
power is substantial, and beyond the typical CubeSat bus, it is important to consider
SETEM’s use of communication windows. Since DSN scheduling is limited, and the
SETEM bus needs to attitude point for image surveying, it is acceptable for the RF power
consumption to be beyond the instantaneous solar power generation. At a 12U bus, 4xCOM2-scaled falls short 1.4 dB of the requirement. In this configuration the
communication system is allocated 0.5U per power amplifier, and 1U for the
communication radio, or 3U total. With the camera allocated 3U, there is only 6U
remaining for ADCS, EPS, and propulsion. This motivates the need to increase one size up
for 12U.
vi.

4x-COM2-scaled-XL: This is the 27U configuration as shown in Fig. 4.2. Going slightly
larger allows the reflectarray panels to grow in width along with the wider CubeSat. This
configuration achieves an EIRP of 56.9 dBWi. The increase in spacecraft volume also
provides ample room for all the necessary subsystems.

The feed design for SETEM being non-deployable significantly reducing complexities
involved with its deployment. Of primary concern is the RF cable connection between the output
of the power amplifier and input of the feed antenna. When using a deployable feed antenna this
connection must be flexible and provide a very small bend radius. A small bend radius is typically
achieved with a small diameter cable since peak material strain in the cable material is related to
the ratio of the outer diameter and maximum bend radius. However, small diameter cables are
inherently higher loss relative to larger diameter. The SETEM reflectarray design overcomes this
increased insertion loss as well as the associated mechanical complexities related to the
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deployment mechanism and utilizes a fixed feed antenna. This builds on the work of COM2, see
Section 3.1, except with two additional adaptions: (1) the feed antenna main lobe is off-boresight
by ~25 degrees, and (2) the wasted volume of mounting the feed antenna at an angle is eliminated
by insetting the feed into the spacecraft structure in addition to providing small cutouts on the
reflectarray surface. See Fig. 4.10 for a cross section cut of the proposed reflectarray geometry,
and Fig. 4.1 shows the aforementioned cutouts.

Figure 4.10: Feed Antenna Inset
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Chapter 5. HuskySat-1
The HuskySat-1 (HS-1) is a 3.3kg satellite designed, built, tested by an interdisciplinary
team at the UW primarily composed of undergraduate and graduate students. Faculty leadership
was provided under Professor Robert Winglee and Professor Michael McCarthy. My contributions
towards the project was serving as chief engineer and project manager which had the
responsibilities of: (1) process development and execution of printed circuit board assembly
design, assembly, and testing; (2) programmatic structuring such as constitution development; (3)
Emphasis on student participation in the project and learning through curriculum development,
hands-on training, and mentoring of undergraduate team members; (4) AMSAT partnership
development and primary focal for integration of amateur radio transponder; (5) Developed and
enforced all technical developments related to the structural design; (6) HS-1 architecture,
including the distributed master-less microprocessor approach; and (7) Ground station hardware
and operations planning and implementation. The final design, shown in Fig. 5.1, was deployed
on January 31st 2020 at an altitude 465 km with an inclination of 51.6 degrees. This project
demonstrates the successful ability of a university, with no prior CubeSat production experience,
and with an optimistic mindset, is able to develop a complex endeavor such as the HS-1. Specific
innovations of the HS-1 developed under my leadership were:
1. The first university-based CubeSat to fly a pulsed plasma thruster
2. The first university-based CubeSat to implement the CAN data bus
3. The first university-based CubeSat to fly a radio capable of transmitting above 10GHz
4. The first university-based CubeSat to fly a AMSAT linear transponder
These advancements from the HS-1 project are useful to the development of future university
based CubeSat projects, and are especially useful to deep space missions such as the Earth Trojan
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Asteroid mission outlined in chapter 4. While CubeSat literature is primarily analytical and
derivational in nature focusing on basic technology, science research, and feasibility, very little
exists detailing the process and implementation workflows required for successful execution of a
complex and highly capable full system development and its operation. Therefore, this chapter
seeks to fill a void in the current CubeSat literature by providing a descriptory emphasis on
procedural development, programmatic, and implementation.

Figure 5.1: HuskySat-1 Flight Model

5.1 Conception and Program Development
Led by Professor Robert Winglee, the initial idea of developing a CubeSat was to provide
an on orbit test bed for the Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) under development within the Advanced
Propulsion Laboratory (APL). Professor Robert Winglee with his graduate student at the time, Ian
Johnson, were experimenting with alternative fuels for the PPT. They discovered that sulfur
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provided higher thrust at the cost of lower specific impulse compared to the more commonly used
fuel, Polytetrafluoroethylene [102]. During the 2013 academic year they began to further
investigate miniaturizing the PPT, specifically the associated electronics, to fit within the CubeSat
form factor with the intent of developing a fully operational small satellite. Prior, the PPT had been
miniaturized and demonstrated on high altitude balloon projects; the state of the electronics at this
time are shown in Fig. 5.2. However, the maturity of the electronics still used a low efficient “black
box” DC-DC converter which significantly limited firing rates to 0.25 Hz. Addressing this
limitation later on was my first major contribution in the APL.

Figure 5.2: PPT Electronics for High Altitude Flight Demonstration [102]

For an overall context of satellite development supported at the UW, the first project was
in 1999 with the DawgStar, which was a small satellite with the objectives to study the Earth’s
ionosphere and demonstrate formation flying [103]. This project did not mature beyond a
preliminary design. During the 2014 academic year, graduate student Paige Northway and myself,
working in the APL, continued work on adapting the PPT to the CubeSat platform and operate in
the space environment. My efforts were towards replacing the sub-optimal high voltage charging
in the current design. These efforts led to the development of a highly configurable charging
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topology using a 1:10 step-up transformer in a flyback circuit topology based on the LT3750
integrated circuit (IC). The outcome was increasing the previous firing rate of 0.25 Hz to a
demonstrated 22 Hz at a charging efficiency of ~80% at an output power of 230 W. These
contributions are important for future CubeSat applications since they enable substantial thrust
required for orbital maneuvers. And while these electronics were developed for the PPT, they can
be adapter to work with any other high voltage electric thruster. My work in development the new
charging topology lasted a number of years, providing valuable knowledge of printed circuit board
(PCB) design, assembly, and testing strategies used later during the HS-1 development.
In parallel, work began on developing a proposal for the NASA CubeQuest Centennial
Challenge which if won, would provide a small amount of funding and an included launch to a
lunar trans-injection orbit. The CubeQuest Challenge solicited the development of 6U CubeSats
with the primary purpose of increasing communication and propulsion technologies available to
small satellites [104]. In support of this proposal, it provided an impetus for me to begin
development of the high-frequency reflectarray antenna work, discussed in chapter 3, as well as
further mature the PPT electronics charging and firing system. In late 2015, my efforts were put
towards another proposal, and was successfully won, for the NASA Undergraduate Student
Instrument Project (USIP). USIP provided a small amount of funding as well as included a launch
into low Earth orbit. The proposal was titled “HuskySat I – A Precursor for a Lunar Magnetic Field
Mapper CubeSat”.
In support of carrying out this project, my efforts turned to building and developing the
internal resources and skill sets necessary for building the HuskySat-1 project. This began with
recruiting undergraduate talent as well as gathering financial support. Encouragement of student
participation in this project began with an offering of a one credit course. Additionally, a funding
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campaign through USEED was launched with success at raising over $10,000 [105]. The one credit
offering was successful in recruitment, but at one credit per student, it fell short of allowing
participants to both learn about space systems engineering as well as contribute to the project. Two
students involved with this one credit course, Hunter Mellema and Chayse Aubuchon, recognized
this weakness and transitioned the overall efforts towards a registered student organization (RSO).
As an RSO, the Husky Satellite Lab (HSL), created an environment where student participation
was entirely volunteer, and therefore naturally selected students who were dedicated to the mission
who more likely would commit the time and dedication required for mission success. Under my
leadership the HSL evolved to include an application for joining, applicant interviews, introduction
projects facilitating the transition from student guided project within the classroom to open-ended
student lead project mindset, a constitution delineating roles and responsibilities, elections, as well
as supporting future space systems research. At its peak there were over 50 undergraduate and 5
graduate students involved with the project, see Fig. 5.3 for a team picture.

Figure 5.3: Husky Satellite Team
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From the Husky Satellite Lab [112]:
Our Mission is to foster interdisciplinary student participation in space systems research, to
inspire and train future space scientists and engineers, and to advance spacecraft capabilities at the
University of Washington.
Our Team is composed primarily of UW undergraduate and graduate students, as well as
mentors from the local aerospace industry. Our lead principal investigator is Professor Robert
Winglee.

The HSL continues to live on beyond the HS-1. They have launched two high altitude
balloons used as a testbed for further hardware development, are currently working on an
electroplating experiment to fly on the Blue Origin New Shepard launch vehicle, and are beginning
work on HS-2 [112]. When starting with relatively untrained but highly motivated students, the
primary limiting factor to the success of the HSL is financial.
With time the HSL evolved to include an application for joining, structured interviews,
introduction projects, and a constitution delineating roles and responsibilities, elections, as well as
supporting future space systems research. My contributions were to lead all curriculum
development for the introduction projects as well as provide student mentoring through these
projects, as well as teaching and mentoring students in PCB design, assembly, and testing. One of
the most significant challenges in developing this project was addressing the high turnover of
students due to constant graduation as well as the limited time students could volunteer. With any
CubeSat program without years of rooted establishment, it is essential to continually evolve to
meet these growing demands. In total there have been 100+ students, staff, mentors, and volunteers
that have made this project possible. The institutions that provided support were: UW, ME
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department, AA department, ESS department, Physics department, NASA, NASA Space Grant
Consortium, Molex, Total Phase, Systima, Green Heron, AMSAT, JCATI, Student Technology
Fee, and Amazon Catalyst. The latter four supporters were a direct result of my contributions.

5.2 Mission Concept
5.2.1 Objectives
The original mission objectives were split into three categories and defined as:
Primary Mission Objectives
● Delivery of system by August 2017
● 3 months of operation
● Operational PPT with measurable ∆V
● Downlink of 100kb using high frequency K-band antenna
Secondary Mission Objectives
● 3-6 months of operation
● Measure between 100m/s to 250m/s ∆V
● 100Mb downlink from a reflectarray antenna
● Flight of electronics payload from local High School
● Establish ground station with high frequency capabilities
Non-Technical Objectives
● Lay groundwork for future CubeSat missions
● Open hardware and software licensing
● Publishable results
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These mission objectives were developed with the intent of developing the HS-1 as the
first of a new type of CubeSat bus. In chapter 2, the limitations of the CubeSats were reviewed,
such as limited communication and propulsion technologies. Consistent with the original USIP
proposal title of “HuskySat I – A Precursor for a Lunar Magnetic Field Mapper CubeSat”, the
intent was for this mission to push forward the capabilities of CubeSat technology to enable a new
regime of deep space science such as the Earth Trojan Asteroid Mapper mission reviewed in
Chapter 4. While the original mission objectives were not fully executed, the HS-1 mission
nevertheless is a significant achievement.

5.2.2 Initial Concept
The original design was based on fulfilling the requirements set forth in the USIP proposal
requirements, such as being a 3U CubeSat, as well as the original mission objectives defined in
Section 5.2.1. The next level of flow down consisted of the following drivers:
● Providing 100 m/s to 250 m/s ∆V requires velocity pointing
● Providing enough thrust from the PPT to overcome the drag force uncertainty requires
deployable solar panels to generate enough power.
● The reflectarray requires precise pointing capabilities and drives the peak slew
requirement.
● The power system needs to support the energy demands of the K-band radio as well as the
high peak power demands of the PPT charging system.
● Laying groundwork for future CubeSat missions would be to develop, as much as possible,
all satellite systems in-house.
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Additionally, the objective of laying groundwork for future CubeSat missions motivated
the HS-1 to utilize universal and interchangeable components, as well as develop a system which
minimizes the risk of complete mission failure. These motivations were fulfilled by two design
decisions: develop a board standard and design the HS-1 to be tolerant to single component failure
not impacting fulfillment of other mission objectives. While developing a board standard was not
a novel idea, no universal standard existed, and many competing designs were not compatible. I
performed a survey of available standards and developed our own standard with the intent that it
would be most adaptable to working with other CubeSat COTS solutions. This board standard
developed for the HS-1 is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Board Standard

Minimizing the risk of a single component failure causing complete mission failure was
achieved by adopting a distributed bus architecture combined with prioritizing systems or
components which were single point failures for complete mission failure. These single point
failures are the telemetry and command communication system as well as providing this system
with power. With 31% of CubeSats delivered as dead-on-arrival, the HS-1 design addressed this
by using an out-of-house communication radio and antenna system [119]. A partnership with the
organization Amateur Radio Satellite Corporation (AMSAT) was created. With AMSAT having
a long history of developing satellite radios, and with the HS-1 being under the umbrella of amateur
radio, the partnership was mutually beneficial [115][116]. The plan was for AMSAT to provide
the radio for the HS-1 and the antenna would be a purchased COTS option with flight heritage, the
ISIS deployable VHF/UHF dipole [117]. Another method of addressing single point failures
traditional to the aerospace industry is double or triple redundancy. In the HS-1 it was opted to not
use these methods as a means to increase reliability due to the increased system complexity: in
developing a redundant system a non-redundant system must first be designed. From the onset of
the project it was decided no redundancy would be implemented.
The distributed bus architecture, see Fig. 5.5, was realized through various means starting
with functional separation of distinct subsystems: power system, attitude determination and control
system, propulsion module, telemetry and command communication system, high frequency
communication module, and the camera board. More information of these systems if provided in
Section 5.3. The design of these subsystems would achieve an overall distributed design by: (1)
physical separation of functional components, (2) intra-subsystem data bus traffic to be localized,
(3) limit inter-subsystem communication, (4) universalize inter-subsystem traffic using a common
CAN bus, and (5) toggleable power domains specific to each subsystem.
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Figure 5.5: Initial Bus Architecture

The physical layout of the subsystems within the HS-1 was broken apart between the two
experimental payloads, the PPT and COM2, and the primary stack, as shown in Fig. 5.6. The
primary stack consisted of subsystem printed circuit board assemblies (PCBA) following the board
standard from Fig. 5.4, while the two experimental payloads were separate due to their unique
need of module volume and single point grounding to the spacecraft bus. Both the PPT and COM2
also have their internal electronics fully enclosed by either aluminum structure or PCB ground
planes in order to minimize radiated emissions or reduce susceptibility to external radiated
emissions.

Figure 5.6: Subsystem Organization

Operation of the HS-1 on-orbit was considered for both nominal and off-nominal
conditions, see Fig. 5.7. One important tradeoff during the course of this project was the amount
of autonomy given to the HS-1 versus required manual control.
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Figure 5.7: Conceptual Operations

5.2.3 Descope
The initial concept of the HS-1 described in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 was the
baseline design up through the Critical Design Review stage. However, during qualification
vibration testing, two failures occurred: (1) the reaction wheels failed post verification testing, and
(2) the solar panels did not deploy. The reaction wheel board, as shown in Fig. 5.8, contained three
identical strings each utilizing a 1509006B Faulhaber motor which had with it an additional
weighted mass and supporting bearing, see Fig. 5.9. The RPM versus power consumption was
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measured before and after the vibration testing for each of the wheels indicating two of the wheel’s
behavior significantly changed. One of the wheels was unable to reach high revolutions per minute
(RPM), and another wheel, when commanded to 100% RPM oscillated between lower and higher
RPM over a period of a few seconds. Both of these effects were attributed to misalignment of the
second bearing within the reaction wheel assemblies.

Figure 5.8: Reaction Wheel System Functional Diagram
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Figure 5.9: 3-axis Reaction Wheel Assembly

The second failure occurred within the hinge of the deployable solar panels. The outer part
of the hinge was composed of Aluminum 7075-T6 pivoting via a clearance fit on a stainless steel
18-8 pin, as shown in Fig. 5.10. During post-vibration deployment testing both sets of panels had
too much resistance within their hinges to deploy. The panels were carefully removed to identify
if the increased resistance was due to misalignment, but even without the panels the issue persisted.
The most probable cause of failure was identified to be galling which is a phenomenon whereby
friction and adhesion between two surfaces gouges and releases either interfacing materials.

Figure 5.10: Deployable Solar Panel Hinge
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In moving the project from a university research activity with a low probability of success
to a flight deliverable several additional obstacles were encountered: the Novatel 615 GPS module
had intermittent success in achieving expected GPS satellite locks; one of the motor drivers from
the reaction wheel board did not work due to an unknown layout issue; graduation of key
personnel; and monetary and schedule pressures. I initiated a project descope effort to address
these issues, as well as the post-vibe issues, with minimal modification to the mission objectives.
Technical changes to the HS-1 were removal of the reaction wheels, deployable panels, and GPS
receiver. Additionally, the loss of ability to precisely point motivated the removal of the
reflectarray antenna.

5.2.4 Final Design Concept
The HS-1 final design is shown in Fig. 5.11. The HS-1 is a 3U+ CubeSat with primary
mission objectives to test an experimental PPT thruster and high frequency communication system,
fly a camera payload developed by Raisbeck Aviation Highschool, and operate as an Amateur
Radio satellite. Operationally, after deployment from the Cygnus, the power distribution board
will turn on as well as the COM1 communication system. After waiting 30min, the ISIS antenna
will be deployed, and the telemetry beacon will begin. Beaconing consists of 10s transmissions
every 2min at transmit level of 20dBm. Once contact is made with the ground station spacecraft
health checkout will begin. After the state is known, and if no anomalies are detected, normal
operations will begin. Normal operations consist of the pulsed plasma thruster, COM2 operation,
and camera operation. After completing these objectives, the HS-1 re-commissioning by AMSAT
was planned with continued operating as an amateur radio transponder satellite until the satellite
burns up in the atmosphere.
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Figure 5.11: HuskySat-1 Final Design Concept Breakout (top) and Assembled (bottom) [101]
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5.3 Design Overview
The HS-1 is broken up into a number physically and functionally independent subsystems enabling
the easy reuse of the components on future missions, isolation of single point failures, and had the
added benefit of more easily allowing students to independently work on various parts.

5.3.1 Structures
The primary purpose of the structure subsystem was securement of the primary stack (see
Fig. 5.6) allowing it to successfully operate in the on-orbit thermal environment and survive the
launch dynamic environment, as well as shield internal circuits from solar radiation. The primary
stack, as shown in Fig. 5.12, consisted of PCBA’s separated by McMaster 4-40 threaded, ¼” hex,
Aluminum spacers. The structure needed to secure this on both ends for both structural purposes
and for heat dissipation.
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Figure 5.12: Primary Stack (missing COM1)

The primary stack was connected to the structure using fasteners screwing into the 4-40
hex spacers. Additional strength against the bending moment was provided by modifying the PCB
footprint on two of the PCBA’s by providing a tight fit of the PCBs to the inside of the structure
frame rail. The structure was made up of 6 main components which enveloped the primary stack.
Added strength was then added through outer panels made from 2mm thick 6061 aluminum, as
shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Primary Components for Structure Assembly

Machining of structural components was done using ProtoLabs for 3+ axis CNC parts, and
for the side panels the UW Mechanical Engineering machine shop water jet was used. All fasteners
were procured from McMaster. Prior to installation, all fasteners were cleaned in an ultrasonic
bath of isopropyl alcohol at 50C and 20min, and male exposed threads were wiped clean. All
fasteners external to the HS-1 had to securement methods: torqueing to specific values and either
Loctite or epoxy. Loctite application used 7471 primer with 222 thread locker. Epoxy application
used 3M 2216 B/A. Beyond external fasteners, for all other fasteners the following guide was
applied: for any fastener securing a component of low modulus of elasticity (plastics, FR-4, etc.)
torque if possible and apply epoxy liberally to prevent fastener back-out, see Fig. 5.14 for an
example. This guideline was developed from testing performed during the first round of vibration
testing which was completed at the NASA specified 14.1 GRMS levels [118]. For this test, half of
the #2 pan head fasteners securing the FR-4 solar panel PCBs were torqued while the other half
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were torqued with Loctite applied. It was observed that fasteners without Loctite backed out ¼ to
1 rotation.

Figure 5.14: Epoxy Application

Surface protection of the aluminum came in two forms, aluminum surfaces touching the
deployer were hard anodized per MIL-A-8625, Type III, Class 1, and all other aluminum parts
were chemical coated (alodined) per MIL-DTL-5541, Type I, Class 3. The exception to this was
the purchased COTS ISIS antenna module which came with no surface treatments. See Fig. 5.15
for a visual example.
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Figure 5.15: Aluminum Surface Treatments; Rails Hard Anodized, Panels Alodined

5.3.2 Power
The power system is responsible for collecting energy from the solar panels, storing it in
the battery pack, delivering it to subsystems as needed, identifying and eliminating overcurrent
and undervoltage conditions, and reporting telemetry in the form of temperatures, voltages, energy,
and currents. Beyond the solar panels on the exterior of the HS-1, the rest of the power system
functionality is split between three PCBA’s: (1) the power generation board converts solar panel
voltage to battery voltage based on the LT3652 integrated circuit providing overvoltage protection
while on-orbit by outputting a maximum of 7.05V; (2) the power distribution board provides
unregulated battery voltage to the rest of the satellite via high side switching using P-type
MOSFETs as well as monitoring the current and voltage of each output at a rate of 10Hz; and (3)
the battery board contains the battery pack, monitors pack capacity, balances cells, and provides
under-temperature control.
To meet the HS-1 design objective to prevent a single subsystem failure from causing
complete bus failure, the power system has 8x power domains whose currents are monitored at
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10Hz, see Fig. 5.16. Each of the 8 power outputs has a software adjustable over-current threshold
set between 300mA and 8A depending upon subsystem load requirements. The components within
the power system are protected by either being a part of a power domain or as in the case of the
primary MCU, have a dedicated overcurrent protection. Upon powering on, the HS-1 begins life
with as little turned on as possible. Within the power system this consists of the distribution board
MCU and the I2C-based current measurers. From there, the MCU has the ability to power on more
components, such as the power system power domain which enables the battery board’s heater,
cell balancer, and coulomb counter, and the generation board’s current, voltage, and temperature
monitors.

Figure 5.16: Power System Protection Schematic
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Figure 5.17: Power System 3 Board Stack

5.3.2.1 Solar Panels
The solar panels are built around the Azurspace 3G30A cells triple junction Gallium
Arsenide providing 29.3% efficiency [106]. The selection of these cells and the deployable panel
layout, utilizing a total of 17 cells, would provide ~16W peak power motivated by the high orbital
averaged power required by the PPT of 5W. Beyond assisting with the initial scoping, the solar
panel efforts were primarily led by undergraduate student Sean Poulter. Solar cells were mounted
using RTV142 silicone, see Fig. 5.18. Assembly of the solar panels was challenging and required
use of a jig to aid in alignment, see Fig. 5.19. LM135 temperature sensors were placed on the back
of each of the panels. During development one of the cells was cracked and was successfully
replaced. Fig. 5.20 shows the final flight panel section. All three panels had their cells wired in
series providing up to either a ~16V or a ~13V open circuit voltage.
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Figure 5.18: Solar Panel Stack Up

Figure 5.19: Solar Panel Assembly, Left: Alignment Jig, Right: RTV Application

Figure 5.20: Flight Solar Panel Close-up
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5.3.2.2 Generation Board
The generation board was based on the LT3652 used to convert from optimal solar panel
voltage to bus voltage. There are three nearly identical strings built around the LT3652 with each
string connected to one panel. Basic configuration of the LT3652 is a resistor divider network to
set the optimal input voltage and a target output voltage. The input voltage was set to correspond
to the maximum power point voltage of each panel accounting for any diode drops present. The
output was set to the maximum output voltage of 7.05V. The center panel string was set to be
slightly higher than 7.05V and the other two were set to be slightly lower than 7.05V to provide a
deterministic set of behavior during testing. The LT3652 circuits were default on where their
power source is from the panels themselves. Once the power domain is on the microprocessor on
the generation board has the ability to disable individually each of LT3652 if desired for limiting
the charge current to the batteries. The system is protected against battery drainage due to this
feature since the power distribution will respond to an undervoltage event by turning off all power
domains. Panel voltage and current is collected using an INA219. Temperatures are also collected
by the LM135s placed on each of the panels. The top PCBA in Fig. 5.17 is the generation board.
Another important design consideration of this PCBA was the selection of components above the
standard +85C limit due to a total assembly heat loss of ~4W.

5.3.2.3 Battery Board
The battery board was designed to provide the high-power demands required by the PPT
charging circuitry (8A peak), the energy demands of the COM2 unit (4Whr) and be resilient to the
cycle life and on-orbit thermal environment. Previous work developing PPT charging electronics
motivated the need for at least 5V input voltage. In addition, the high current and energy demands
motivated the need to use a lithium-based battery solution. Lithium chemistries have nominal
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voltages of 3.3V to 3.7V [insert citation]. A dual series configuration was chosen (6.6V to 7.2V
nominal) as the minimum configuration required to support the PPT charging electronics
architecture. A battery trade study resulted in selection of a lithium phosphate (LiFePO4)
chemistry 18650 cell A123 APR18650m1-b. Lithium phosphate chemistry has seen prior use in
the CubeSat community [108][109][110]. From the trade study this cell was rated for the highest
operating temperatures extremes of -30C to 60C [107]. Cell cycle life is rated at over 1500 cycles
which is the required number of cycles for a 3 month operation with a 90 minute period [107]. The
benefit of selecting a cell which had the required cycle performance meant that additional cell
voltage derating was not required, and battery pack lifetime cycle testing could be omitted.
A 2p2s cell configuration was selected as it provided the necessary energy and voltage
delivery, as well as being able to accept the originally designed deployable panel peak ~16W
charge power. Except for the pre-deployment inhibit switch, covered in Section 5.3.2.5, the battery
board is essentially “hot” with no inherent protection systems and a single set of pins providing
both input and output current to the 6.6V nominal pack. When the power domain is enabled
additional circuitry is enabled:
● Microprocessor: The common microprocessor used throughout the HS-1, the
MSP430FR5994, provided battery board GPIO and ADC pins, a local I2C bus, and
communication to the spacecraft CAN bus.
● Battery balancer: the BQ29209 ensures the cells stay within 15mV of each other.
Monitoring of the cell balancer is done through using an INA219 current and voltage
monitor. The need for cell balancing was minimized by selecting flight cells with
comparable energy capacity and internal resistance. Cell balancing was set to automatically
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be disabled when pack voltage was low per cell balancing guidance provided by Texas
Instruments [111].
● Battery heaters: Each cell was wrapped in a Minco HK6908 heating element, see Fig. 5.21.
The four heaters were connected in parallel to a Si3865DDV high-side switch. A TO-92
package LM36 temperature sensor was epoxied onto one of the cells. The MCU then
provided logic to enable the battery heaters when they reached -10C and to disable them
when they reach 0C. The heaters were tested to provide approximately 1C per 3 min of
thermal rise. Additionally, a software provision was put in place to completely disable the
battery heater logic and permanently disable them as this system was identified as a high
risk item to cause premature battery degradation through prolonged inadvertent heater
activation.
● Coulomb Counter: The LTC2943 was used to provide a precise voltage and net current
into or out of the pack as well as a net accumulated charge. A net accumulated charge was
particularly important when developing the spacecraft strategy for autonomously
determining if the thruster should fire and at what rate to fire at. The LTC2943 precision
voltage measurement, along with the voltage measurement of the INA219, served to
provide a means to assess the battery balance state, and provide an external indicator on
the efficacy of the BQ29209 circuitry.
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Figure 5.21: Flight Battery Pack during Assembly

The battery holder is made of 3D printed polyimide material manufactured by
i.materialise.com, and the hex inserts used are McMaster part number 92398A112. The battery
holders are affixed using #4 pan head screws (torqued and epoxied) and then the motion is further
constrained by the close-fitting circuit board above. The cells were electrically connected
beginning with using commercially available welded tabs from the supplier AA Portable Power
Corp which were then soldered to wires. The flight cells, shown in black in Fig. 5.21 had their
original yellow protective coverings removed to inspect for any cell damage.

5.3.2.4 Distribution Board
The distribution board is designed around the high-side switch architecture. High side
switching was chosen to allow subsystem power toggling while leaving intact a robust and simple
ground architecture. A single point, or star ground, scheme was adopted early on in the design
phase to assist in mitigating electromagnetic interference and electromagnetic compatibility issues
previously experienced in development of the PPT. The distribution board served as the single
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point ground for the primary stack where it was electrically connected through one of its standoffs.
The PPT and COM2 were then designed to have their structural contact points with the rest of the
bus structure to be DC isolated. Like all other PCBAs, the single point ground was provided
through the power return connection. Each PCBA, the PPT, and COM2, received a single
unregulated voltage sourced from the distribution board. All subsystems were then responsible for
providing point-of-load voltage conversion which was conducive to keeping with the single power,
single ground return topology. The CAN bus was compatible with this topology since its
differential signal based protocol, and by running it at a modest 62.5 kbps, no strict line balancing
or PCB impedance control was necessary.
The HS-1 power architecture bus has 8x power domains split across the subsystems. The
current demands fell into two regimes: <1 A and >1A. The first solution identified addressed both
these current regimes, but after abandoning this fully integrated solution based on the TPS24750
due to difficulties in fully understanding its application features as well as soldering and assembly
difficulties due to its 0.5mm lead pitch quad-flat no-leads (QFN) geometry, a discrete
multicomponent solution was adopted. Addressing the >1A current demands of the PPT and
COM2 was achieved through adopting an already identified and tested solution from the
deployment inhibit circuitry, the DMP2002UPS, which was selected for its low on-resistance.
More detail on this is in Section 5.3.2.5. In addition to high side switching, each domain utilized
an INA219 for current and voltage monitoring, provisions for series shunt filtering, and LEDs to
aid in development. With the footprint of a single switch proving too large to fit 8x copies, the two
current demand regimes motivated a more compact solution for the <1A power domains. The
Si3865DDV was selected as a suitable solution.
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Figure 5.22: Early Prototype of Distribution Board (left) and Generation Board (right)

5.3.2.5 Pre-Deployment Inhibit
The deployment inhibit needed to interrupt the power supply going to all HS-1 components
while still providing low on-resistance during normal operation. While the simplest approach used
on CubeSats is running the entire bus power through a single toggle switch. This approach was
abandoned due to not finding a switch rated to the required current while still being compact. The
solution was to use the basic Cherry E62-10H switch sold by the CubeSatShop paired with low
on-resistance FETs. The P-type MOSFET DMP2002UPS was selected paired with an N-type
MOSFET for gate and slew control. To provide bi-directional current control two identical
switches were placed in series with their sources facing each other. The switches are enabled
through the “EN” net which connects directly to the battery pack through the Cherry switch. One
unforeseen limitation of the switch topology is if the battery is dead, or at 0V, then when the Cherry
switch is closed the EN net is 0V which is insufficient for turn on. The minimum voltage for turnon was measured at ~0.3V.
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Figure 5.23: Deployment Inhibit Switch

5.3.3 Attitude Determination and Control
The attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS) underwent the most significant
changes during this project’s descoping efforts, as discussed in section 5.2.3. The ADCS provides
two primary functions: (1) detumbling, and (2) attitude determination and pointing control.
Consistent with the aforementioned descoping efforts, limited organizational resources required
prioritization of efforts with respect to testing and verification of this system. Efforts focused of
the detumbling portion which consisted of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing at the boundary of
spoofing inputs to the system using a I2C slave emulator taking the place of the magnetometer,
and the output captured by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) on the magnetorquer coils. Aspects
of the attitude determination and pointing control functionality were validated from the perspective
of verifying the sensors supplied reasonable values and deployed autocoded MATLAB control
software provided valid outputs; however, resources did not allow this latter system to be fully
validated using HIL methods.
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An overview of the ADCS is shown in Fig. 5.24. The detumbling system is composed of a
MSP430 and HMC5983L magnetometer where the logic runs in autocoded MATLAB software.
The magnetorquer system has its own MSP430 and 3x 1-axis magnetometers each using A3903
H-bridges connected to hand wound coils. These magnetometer MCU sends coil commands to the
magnetorquer MCU. There are various operating modes for system: in normal detumbling
operation a duty cycle between the two provides a time for the magnetometer to make a magnetic
field measurement when the magnetorquers are off; there is also the ability to read the
magnetometers when the magnetorquers are on in order to provide diagnostics; and there is also
the ability to utilize the system as a permanent magnet. All MATLAB software running of the HS1 was developed by the RAIN Lab at the UW with efforts led by graduate student Taylor Reynolds.

Figure 5.24: ADCS Block Diagram

5.3.4 Raisbeck Aviation High School Camera Payload
The HuskySat-1 mission provided the Raisbeck Aviation High School the opportunity for
their CubeSat team to get experience developing a project to fly in space. This partnership was for
the development of a camera payload to fly onboard the HS-1, as shown in Fig. 5.25. The design
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consists of a Raspberry Pi Zero and Raspberry Pi camera 2 running a modified version of Raspbian.
The non-profit Quick2Space provided a tremendous amount of assistance on this project, such as
with developing the CAN software stack needed to operate with the MCP25625 CAN transceiver.
This software, written in Python, allowed for deployment into the stock Raspbian environment
which was used on both this Raspberry Pi as well as the one within COM2.

Figure 5.25: Camera Module

5.3.5 Pulsed Plasma Thruster
The PPT development effort was led by graduate student Paige Northway. See reference
for additional details for the flight configuration [101].

5.3.6 Amateur Satellite Radio Low Gain Communications
COM1 is composed of an AMSAT Linear Transponder Radio paired with the ISIS
deployable UHF/VHF antenna. The intent of using externally procured hardware for this
subsystem was for reliability. The radio provided in partnership with AMSAT is based on
improvements they made to their heritage Fox-1x family of radios by providing simultaneous
multi-channel communications. The AMSAT team was invaluable for making this mission
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possible. The radio has an FM uplink in the VHF band, and a 1200 bps BPSK downlink in the
UHF band 435.800MHz. COM1 interfaces to the HS-1 via the common CAN bus and a power
supply connection, and provides regulated power and an I2C bus to the ISIS antenna. Additionally,
various zombie mode signals were white wired to a COM1 ADC to assist in further diagnostic
capability. These zombie mode signals were added late in the development to address the risk of
the PPT EMI causing fault with the power system MCUs or the CAN bus. These signals include
sampling of a monostable vibrator output which converts the distribution board MCU blinking
light to a continuous high/low signal as well as each of the outputs of the step down buck converters
on the power generation board. The AMSAT Linear Transponder Radio features a 30 kHz wide
V/U linear transponder for SSB and CW with an uplink passband of 145.910 – 145.940 MHz
LSB/CW and downlink passband of 435.840 – 435.810 MHz USB/CW (inverting). Check with
AMSAT news website for the latest status update. Additional detail on operations is in section 5.4.

5.3.7 K-band Transmitter
Development of the 24GHz transmitter system is covered in Chapter 3. The final flight
version did not include the reflectarray due to loss of precise pointing of the HS-1, see Section
5.2.3 for further detail. With the removal of reflectarray, the feed antenna previously developed
was reoriented as shown in Fig. 5.26.
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Figure 5.26: Flight Model 24GHz Transmitter

5.4 Printed Circuit Board Assembly Development
Even though from the onset the HS-1 project was significantly financially and technically
resource constrained, these challenges turned out to be extremely beneficial in how the project was
approached. Financial limitations and PI direction pushed us towards the “build it ourselves”
mentality. This quickly materialized into various design standards and procedural practices which
are covered in this section.
Developing the HS-1 was initially broken into four main areas: structural, PCBAs,
software, and systems engineering. The structure development was addressed using SolidWorks
and abundant 3D printing for prototyping. Difficulties arose with any structural moving part (predescope) as well as with tolerancing. Standard machine tolerances (0.1mm) stacked up and the net
impact was the structure was too narrow. The launch provider accepted this deviation. Another
challenge, never fully addressed, was the lack of repeatability in assembly to assembly. Every time
the HS-1 was assembled the fit was slightly different. This is likely to be owed to the fact that
structural parts were not keyed and could be swapped and even installed backwards. In general,
configuration management proved to be overall challenging, but for a project of this scale it was
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sufficient to use SolidWorks and a spreadsheet-based bill of materials. The university resources
also provided access to FEA through SolidWorks and Ansys. See section 5.3 for specific HS-1
design features.
PCBA development started with the design goal of reusing as many individual components,
integrated circuits (IC), as well as schematics and layouts. Commonality was especially important
due to the scale: the final HS-1 design had 11x MSP430’s. This effort began by selecting an MCU
which could be compatible with all intended HS-1 applications. The MSP430 FRAM was selected
initially for its naturally radiation tolerant memory [178]. Within this MCU family, the largest and
most capable was selected: the MSP430FR5994. Following this, the MCP25625 integrated CAN
controller and transceiver was selected. Shown in Fig. 5.27, a layout was developed with dedicated
default pin allocations and quickly deployed to the software team for further development. In
developing this implementation it was important to consider all use cases for the MSP430 such as
the number of GPIO pins, I2C buses, and SPI buses needed for all of the applications. Additionally,
a common exposed “programming and debug interface” was developed with 2x GPIO designated
as auxiliary. The development choices were extremely valuable since by using a common
schematic and layout allowed for highly efficiency PCB development, and the auxiliary GPIO pins
were invaluable for debugging on specific case-by-case basis. The one additional improvement to
be made would be exposing, directly or indirectly, the programming/debug interfaces to the
external of the CubeSat when fully assembled.
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Figure 5.27: MSP-CAN Block: Development Board (top), Schematic (lower left), Layout (lower
right)
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The PCB design commonality was pervasive: every MSP-CAN block required a 3.3V and
5V regulator, connector types, pre-deployment inhibit switches, etc. To aid in assembly and to
relax manufacturing requirements, certain design guidelines were developed: 8mil minimum trace
width, 8mil minimum trace spacing, selection of exposed leaded ICs with high aversion to QFN,
no BGA, 0805 or larger passives, large and legible silk screens, yellow PCBs for development
since they provide best visible to PCB construction, copper weight of 1oz everywhere except high
power or high thermal applications receive 2oz, etc. Additional design guides to minimize the
chances of requiring revision changes: conservative schematic design such as numerous
decoupling capacitors, derating of all components including traces, custom developed footprints
for all components, etc. There are many fantastic resources for the design of high speed PCBs.
While not directly applicable because the HS-1 was generally low speed, understanding the
principles is extremely informative [113].
The use of LEDs was pervasive on the HS-1. The most invaluable was one on each
MSP430 which helped debug issues with locking up which was a particularly cumbersome issue
because all software, down to the board support package, was developed from scratch. LEDs were
also present to provide visual cues of the power system state.
Most IC types used in the HS-1 were previously unfamiliar, and therefore extreme caution
was taken during their first implementation. Reading datasheets carefully and testing thoroughly
against it cannot be overstated. The implementation approach taken varied slightly with every IC,
but as a guide: define requirements, select IC suitable to meeting requirements, order development
board, read datasheet, test development in its intended operation and clarify any misunderstandings
in the datasheet, implement IC on custom PCB with minimal modification from development
board, if tested successfully move to revision change where functionality or behavior is consistent
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with intended final application, if tested successfully move to revision adding additional (and many
times duplicate) circuitry, keep iterating in these steps until an engineering model is reached, and
when ready for flight model change as little as possible from the last engineering model.
The described above IC and PCBA implementation required many iterative cycles. To
varying degrees Spice simulations were utilized, but in the end a lot of testing and design
modifications were required to achieve the intended functionality. While this approach would be
wasteful in many professional PCBA development efforts, learning PCBA development through
trial and error worked remarkably well during the HS-1 program. PCB assembly started with use
of the foreign PCB manufacturer Elecrow. When shipping via DHL orders placed on Monday
would arrive by Thursday. With Digikey or Mouser parts readily available PCBAs could be
assembled the day of arrival. Much of the time PCBA revisions were being performed on a weekly
cadence. Later in the project, when PCBAs became more numerous and complex, this cadence
became 2-4 weeks. Most UW developed PCBAs on the HS-1 underwent 3-7 PCB design iterations.
PCBA assembly began with taking an inventory of needed components. PCBs were
inspected for manufacturing defects and an electrical continuity test was completed primarily
consisting of verifying if short circuits were present between positive and negative returns. Traces
and pours in the regions of through-hole geometries for connector pins were also historically
problematic. These types of issues, ideally caught at earlier stages prior to manufacturing, could
all be traced back to layout error, Gerber file export error, or manufacturing error. There were
many instances where Elecrow was able to identify issues during their initial Gerber review. Once
the PCB checkout passed, any leftover residue was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. At this time,
hands were also thoroughly washed to remove excess oil, as the subsequent assembly was typically
done without gloves for improved dexterity.
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Solder paste application followed. The goal of solder paste application is to apply the
correct amount of paste to all pads. Initially this process was with using a toothpick. However, this
method does not allow for uniform application and takes too long for higher component boards.
The application time is very important, since solder paste has moisture in it and has a limited
working time; the goal was for a maximum of ~4 hours to be between the initial solder paste
application, component placement, and the reflow oven. Stencils to provide the best paste
application, in combination with the type of paste used, were 0.1mm thick laser cut metal from
Elecrow. Solder paste application started with securing down the PCB using blue painters tape,
and on top of it securing the stencil. MG Chemicals 63/37 leaded solder paste was applied by using
another PCB by wiping at a 45 degree angle with firm pressure. The solder paste was normally
stored in a refrigerator, and needed to be warmed up to room temperature before the wiping process
due to the change in its viscosity. After initial paste application the PCB was inspected under a
magnifying glass to verify all pads had the correct amount of paste.
Component placement was performed on an ESD matt using ESD tweezers. A computer
was close by for component placement reference, and typically an enlarged screenshot of the
layout was previously printed and marked up as part of the initial part inventory check. Working
efficiently at this stage was critical to stay with the ~4 hour window. Additionally, multiple copies
of the same board were typically assembled in parallel. Assembling is parallel proved to be
extremely beneficial since this improved the likelihood that the boards were assembled the same,
contrasted to assembling the same PCBA on two days introduced a higher chance of a difference.
After components were placed the entire assembly was placed in the reflow oven. The
reflow oven used was an adapted toaster oven based on the Controleo2. This design utilized an
additional heating element for increased heating ramp rate, a thermocouple for feedback, solid
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state relays on all heating elements, and then a microprocessor which provided the appropriate
temperature profile. This reflow oven worked extremely well, but was limited in terms of the
thermal mass placed inside of it; this was addressed by performing a test run of baking boards
which just had solder paste on them and no components.
Once the boards cooled, they were removed and any through-hole components were
installed using a standard solder iron and 63/37 solder. For engineering model development
applications the last assembly step was marking/serializing the PCBA. For flight boards, after
testing, they were cleaned, staked, and conformal coated. Cleaning was completed by placing them
in an ultrasonic bath of MG Chemicals Safety Wash at 50C for 20min. Residue flux also required
physical agitation for removal using an ESD brush. Before continuing, a separate party would
inspect the PCBAs with a microscope. The next step was staking using 3M 2216 B/A, with
examples shown in Fig. 5.25 and Fig. 5.14. The last step was conformal coating with MG
Chemicals 422B-340G silicone conformal coating. Conformal coating required meticulous
masking of the connector boards and programming pins. PCBAs were also affixed using their #4
mounting holes which served the dual purpose of masking these interfaces. Masking here was
important because otherwise the conformal coating would increase the mounting thickness leading
to an unplanned longer primary stack.

Figure 5.28: Conformal Coating Jig
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As shown in Fig. 5.28 four flight boards were coated at a time. Spray application was
performed providing a total of 24 coats per PCBA side. The last step was to remove the masking
tape and inspect the conformal coating under a UV light; this was enabled by the conformal coating
used having a UV tracer.
The PCBA quantity strategy was typically 2x - 5x. 2x was useful beyond 1x during testing
as it provided a means to ascertain if it’s an issue with the design, or something particular with
how it’s being tested or unique to that board. During the developing phase, beyond 2x added value
by allowing more team members to use the boards. This was especially useful with the MSP-CAN
block in Fig. 5.27. For the flight boards the strategy was 3x copies: 1x for initial testing (labelled
as C), 1x flight operational (labelled as A), and 1x flight operational spare (labelled as B).

5.5 Testing and Development Operations
5.5.1 Test-As-You-Fly Implementation
The HS-1 bus is composed of multiple subsystems which are interconnected through the
common CAN data bus. The CAN architecture was partially chosen due to being a master-less
protocol and facilitating a distributed subsystem independent approach. It was also selected so as
to provide operational similarity between development operations and on-orbit operational control.
This control started with Ball Aerospace COSMOS. COSMOS was utilized during development
and operations of the HS-1. Initial interaction between COSMOS are individual MSP430s began
through use of a direct UART connection, see Fig. 5.29 example the power system distribution
COSMOS interface GUI developed. Each MSP430, in addition to programming pins, had UART
pins exposed for this purpose which allowed for 10Hz data reporting from the MCU. Additionally,
CAN-to-COSMOS interface was implemented, allowing for COSMOS to interact both directly
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with individual MCUs directly, as well as the common CAN bus; see Fig. 5.30 for an example of
this state. The CAN-COSMOS interface was developed initially for the CAN-to-Ethernet PEAK
adapter, and later implemented for the CAN-to-USB Kvaser Leaf Light v2 adapter. The UART
connection was provided using the popular CP2102 USB-to-TTL adapter. With time, UART
connections were removed leaving only the CAN connection to COSMOS. In addition to custom
interfaces, COSMOS allowed easy plotting of data in real-time. This proved to be very useful in
helping process all of the telemetry generated, see Fig. 5.31 for example.

Figure 5.29: COSMOS Interface for Power Distribution
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Figure 5.30: FlatSat

Figure 5.31: COSMOS Spacecraft Data Visualization

Moving from COSMOS direct connection to the HS-1 subsystems to on-orbit operations
was realized through the addition of the COM1 module detailed in section 5.5.1

5.5.2 Battery Acceptance and Assurance Testing
In addition to the development of the HS-1 Power System, described in section 5.3.2, the
battery pack underwent additional flight screening and design verification. This began with
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removal of the cell packaging for inspection of any scratches, dents, or otherwise atypical physical
characteristics. This proceeded with various tests of charging and discharging the cells. The test
setup used for charging and discharging, see Fig. 5.32, consisted of a Rigol DP811A power supply
and a Rigol DL3031A electronic load. These two devices interfaces directly to COSMOS. The
Ruby-based scripting functionality within COSMOS was implemented for carrying the necessary
charging and discharging procedures. COSMOS pulled data from the two instruments at 10Hz and
used this information to trigger the transition between constant-current and constant-voltage
charging or discharging. Temperature logging was accomplished by using a TMP36 analog
temperature sensor sampled by an Arduino serially interfaced to COSMOS. The primary electrical
connections made to individual cells or battery packs are shown in the figure below.

Figure 5.32: Battery Pack/Cell Test Cycling Configuration

A diode was placed in series with the DP811A output to ensure current only flows out of the
power supply. Fuses were placed immediately next to the battery cell to provide an extra level of
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safety when handling unprotected cells. These two implementations were in response to a battery
fire initiated by an external battery being shorted into the unpowered power supply causing
damage to the power supply output stage as well as the high current causing heating of insulation
of the external cables to the DUT catching on fire. Kelvin sensing was implemented to eliminate
voltage error associated with finite cable resistance and the diode drop. When performing testing
on individual cells which did not have built-in protection an additional level of precaution was
taken by placing them, as well as the two fuses, in a BAT-SAFE box designed to contain battery
fires. The testing resulted in all cells being acceptable for flight use. See Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.34.
Additional testing was performed checking cell capacity before and after vibration and vacuum
environment.
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Figure 5.33: Battery Cell Capacity (Top) and Closed Circuit Voltage at C/2 Load (Bottom)
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Figure 5.34: Battery Cell Cycling (Cell 1) Data: Charge and Discharge Current (Top), Voltage (Middle), and Temperature
(Bottom)

5.5.3 Environmental Testing
The HS-1 and its components underwent vibration, thermal, and vacuum testing. Four
rounds of vibration testing were completed, all using different outside facilities. A summary and
results of each round chronologically:
1. Confidence testing. Test article was the engineering model structure built up with mass
dummies placed inside on the primary stack PCBs. Article passed testing and verified the
integrity of the structure.
2. Qualification testing. Test article was an engineering model of the HS-1 except omitting a
fully populated PPT module and omitting a COM2 antenna. Post testing revealed the solar
panels did not deploy and the reaction wheel performance changed.
3. Acceptance testing. Test articles were fully assembled PPT module and battery cells. All
articles passed.
4. Acceptance testing. Test article was flight model HS-1 and passed.
Thermal testing was completed at various stages during development. Resource availability
provided easy access to a thermal chamber and vacuum chambers. While a thermal-vacuum
chamber is ideal, the combination of the separate thermal and vacuum was entirely adequate since
the thermal chamber represented a conservative worst case on the cold side (ambient temperature
plus convective cooling), and the vacuum chamber provided a conservative worst case on the hot
side (no convective cooling and room temperature surrounding). At engineering model level
qualification temperature testing was performed at the low temperature regime looking at cold turn
and cold operation as well as the hot regime at 100% system load. An example of one of the tests
was placing a CAN-MSP block within the thermal chamber turned off, bringing the chamber to 45C, and verifying the system initialized and could communicate successfully with a CAN node
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outside of the thermal chamber. For the hot side, the PCBA receiving the most attention was the
power generation board since it had a maximum power dissipation of ~4W. Testing consisted of
emulating the thermal resistance this PCBA sees during HS-1 installation and affixing multiple
TMP36 analog temperature sensors. Temperature sensor placement was chosen to provide
telemetry on the highest thermal rising components as well as along the thermal pathway in order
to characterize the thermal resistance, see Fig 5.35.

Figure 5.35: Power Generation Board Thermal Test Configuration

5.6 Operations
5.6.1 On-orbit Telecommunication, Telemetry, and Control
Shifting from the lab to long distance communications entailed a significant reduction in
received data. In the lab HS-1 generated a high volume of data through both direct UART
connections to individual MCUs as well as the full volume of traffic on the CAN bus. Additionally,
there was data gathered from the power supplies providing HS-1 life support, the voltage meters,
and the numerous LEDs providing visual feedback. The transition was fully completed with
COM1 implemented as a hardware layer for the CAN bus; the intent was for COM1 to provide, as
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closely as possible, the same user interaction with the HS-1 on-orbit as in the lab. The result of
these efforts is depicted in Fig. 5.36.

Figure 5.36: On-Orbit Data Flow

There are three primary data flow elements: (1) UW ground station receive and transmit
capabilities, (2) a worldwide network of volunteer Amateur Radio ground stations with receive
functionality, and (3) dedicated partnered Amateur Radio ground stations with receive
functionality. All receiving capabilities utilize the freely available FoxTelem which demodulates,
decodes, processes incoming telemetry frames, and forwards the data to the FoxTelem server
and/or directly to COSMOS [179]. To provide a smooth transition implementing the COM1
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hardware layer, this latter functionality was implemented to mimic the framing of the CAN packets
provided by the PEAK-CAN adapter used during development. The uplink of commands begins
is COSMOS, passes to an AMSAT provided software package, and is packaged, encoded, and
modulated to baseband. The UW ground station utilized an IC9100 radio for the uplink, and a
FunCube Dongle Pro Plus software designed radio for the receiver. The antennas were a UHF 13.3
dBic and VHF dBic antennas manufactured by M2 Antenna Systems. The preamp was a SSBElectronic 1037-NF whose performance was measured in Fig. 5.37. For cabling LMR-600-DB
was used between the antenna and preamp followed by LMR400 Ultraflex. The rotator was a
Yaesu G-5500 with a controller from Green Heron.

Figure 5.37: SSB-Electronic 1037-NF Pre-amplifier Insertion Loss
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5.6.2 On-orbit Performance
On November 2nd, 2019 the HS-1 launched as an external secondary payload as part of
the NG-12 Cygnus resupply mission to the International Space Station (ISS). The Cygnus
remained docked until January 31st 2020 subsequently raising altitude and deploying multiple
CubeSats, including the HS-1, Swamsat-II from the University of Florida, and Orbital Factory 2
from the University of Texas. Post deployment, after waiting ~35min, the HS-1 antennas deployed
and it entered SAFE mode beaconing 10s every 2min. First contact was established on February
1st at 4:27 pm (PST).
The UW ground station struggled to achieve sufficiently high reliability. Even though
telemetry frames could be decoded for small sections of the sky, it was inadequate for operational
checkout of HS-1 systems. This issue was ultimately addressed by partnering with two already
existing, highly capable, Amateur Radio ground stations: Kenneth Swaggart’s station and the
Boeing Employees Amateur Radio Society (BEARS) station at the Museum of Flight. Both of
these stations directed their FoxTelem to the UW ground station COSMOS instance. With this
augmentation, these two station additions significantly improved the UW HS-1 operations by
providing near full hemispherical coverage for reception while transmission was from the original
UW ground station antenna system. Beyond these three ground stations, the worldwide network
of Amateur Radio operators set up to receive HS-1 data was extremely valuable. It greatly
expanded the capability of receiving real-time telemetry from the HS-1. Additionally, a store-andforward feature within COM1 called whole-orbit-data (WOD) took advantage of the worldwide
station coverage by providing HS-1 telemetry to 1min temporal resolution, see Fig 5.38.
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Figure 5.38: HS-1 Gapless Data Collection

The HS-1 temperature over ~3 months of operations oscillates with the orbital period but
also changes due to subsystem power consumption states. Tumbling rate was not well correlated
to temperature which is consistent with the HS-1 rotating ~10 times per sun exposure. Post
deployment the HS-1 tumbled at ~4deg/s and over 2 weeks the tumbling rate decreased to the
steady state ~1deg/s. The orbital temperature swing also varied location on the HS-1; a swing of
10-20C was typical for internal components while the backsides of the solar panels experienced
swings of~40C, see Fig. 5.39.
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Figure 5.39: HS-1 Temperature over Mission Life

Over the ~3 months of operation the bus voltage remained high constant showing minimal
depth of discharge on the battery pack. Orbit period fluctuations are shown in Fig. 5.38 and for the
entire orbit in Fig. 5.40. This latter figure shows a drop in bus voltage which coincides with the
full power on of the ADCS system.

Figure 5.40: HS-1 Battery/Bus Voltage over Mission Life [179]

Initial on-orbit checkout of the HS-1 indicated the power system and COM1 were intact
and fully operational. Weeks into the mission anomalous telemetry indicating the COM1
transmitter power had decreased, see Fig. 5.41. Ground stations were able to corroborate this claim,
and subsequent investigation determined an additional behavioral alteration associated with the
store-and-forward WOD function of COM1. The likely source of this fault was an external
radiation event driven memory change. Various fixes were attempted, but none were able to
address this issue. The issue did not impact overall operations for the UW team since the weaker
telemetry beacon power of 17mW is still receivable by ground stations.
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Figure 5.41: HS-1 COM1 RF Transmit Power over Mission Life [179]

Subsystem checkout and performance was met with overall success. The camera payload
provided numerous pictures, such as Fig. 5.42. The sensors with the ADCS system, the sun sensor,
magnetometers, and inertial measurement unit, all provided reasonable outputs. Further ADCS
verification was limited due to the HS-1 tumbling rate threshold already below that of the detumbling system to activate. The PPT module checkout indicated that it was able to charge the
high voltage capacitors. However, a full system fire operation was not achieved, and further
diagnostics suggested the igniter circuit was not providing an ignition spark. COM2 verification
was completed using the uplink and downlink provided by COM1. Telemetry showed correct
power draw in various states indicating COM2 survived the launch environment. However, fully
successful reception of COM2 on the ground was not attempted due to limited project resources.
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Figure 5.42: HS-1 Pictures of Earth Sent Back

AMSAT members and the amateur radio community continue to support this mission by
continually receiving, decoding, sending HS-1 data to the FoxTelem server, and allowing it to be
viewable by anyone [114].

5.7 Project Resources
Project resources are found on GitHub:


PCB designs are available including most engineering model version. The final designs
are in folders labelled “flight”. For instance the RF Front End in COM2 is located at:
https://github.com/UWCubeSat/DubSat1/tree/master/teams/comm2/flight/RFfrontend_v4



All HS-1 vehicle software is found in the UWCubeSat/DubSat1 repository



HS-1 operations software is found in the UWCubeSat repository. Interested readers are
recommended to start at:
https://github.com/UWCubeSat/DS1Ops/tree/master/COSMOS/flight/outputs/handbooks



For parsing mission data see run the script `parse_data.py` which should automatically
pull down and parse the data from FoxTelem and produce results similar to those in the
`_raw` directory:
https://github.com/UWCubeSat/DS1Ops/tree/master/mission_data
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Chapter 6. Conclusion
This thesis laid out the scientific motivation for the importance of further investigation into
the Sun-Earth Lagrange point L4 and L5 regions for additional Trojan asteroids. The existence of
Earth Trojans are supported by numerical analysis, yet to date only one Trojan has been identified.
As asteroids allow us to peer into the solar system’s evolutionary past, discovery of new Earth
Trojans are especially valuable because they allow us to infer the conditions of the solar system
during the formation of Earth. The Sun-Earth L4 and L5 points are particularly difficult to view
from Earth’s vantage point due to these regions being in the daytime sky. Here, we have outlined
an alternative approach to detect new candidate Earth Trojans: Send a small low-cost CubeSat
directly to these regions for in-situ surveying using a narrow field camera. While previous space
system development has been primarily military, civil, and commercial, CubeSats present a
paradigm shift in spacecraft development enabling research institutions direct access to Earth and
space science. CubeSats leverage the ongoing miniaturization of electronics and their related
technologies. In the past 10 years CubeSats have proven themselves to be invaluable for carrying
out Earth focused science at a fraction of the cost of traditional methods. By contrast CubeSats
have seen limited use beyond low Earth orbit as a consequence of immature technology in deep
space communication systems and propulsion systems.
Beyond lowering costs of spacecraft development, the other significant cost of access to
space on a launch vehicle is beginning to significantly decrease. As evident by the “new space”
industry which has begun pushing beyond Earth orbits: Examples include lunar lander missions
sponsored by Google, Israel, India, and China. Beyond the Moon, SpaceX continues to push for
Mars with development of the Star Ship. The frequency of upcoming launches presents a
significant opportunity for universities to ride as secondary cargo to low Earth orbit and far beyond.
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The Sun Earth Trojan Explorer Mission was defined with the top-level objective to improve
the current upper bound of allowable Trojans by a reduction of 5x. With the current upper bound
count at ~73 at L4 for H ≤ 20.5 brightness, a 5x reduction decreases the upper bound count to 15
for H ≤ 20.5 brightness. It was shown that this can be achieved using a camera lens size of 10cm
at 20s exposure. The survey region size was defined and was used to derive the top-level
communication downlink requirement of a 150 kbps data rate. In addition to this data rate, the toplevel propulsion requirements were derived with particular emphasis on quantifying the sensitivity
of the launch day window.
This thesis addressed two significant developments required for this Earth Trojan mission.
The first was the proof-of-concept and prototyping of a compact and low-cost communication
system based on the reflectarray antenna. The reflectarray is highly advantageous for CubeSat
since it allows for flat surfaces to be deployed which serve as phase-tunable reflectors. Previous
use of reflectarrays on CubeSats have seen very limited application with significant opportunities
to improve their capabilities. My contributions improved on the previous applications by
implementing a simpler and more efficient phase controllable reflectarray element leveraging lowcost fabrication techniques; these contributions result in a reflectarray design which can easily be
leveraged to a wide variety of applications enabling the next generation of deep space CubeSat
science missions.
The second area addressed in this thesis to support enabling the Trojan Asteroid mission
was the in-house development of a CubeSat demonstrator mission, called the HuskySat-1. The
HuskySat-1 was developed out of the Earth and Space Science department under the guidance of
Professor Robert Winglee. This mission was unique because the majority of the spacecraft
software and hardware was developed from scratch and entirely assembled at the UW. The
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HuskySat-1 exemplifies how a complex endeavor can be carried out by educational organizations
with little to no previous experience in space mission and spacecraft development. As project lead,
I stood up and oversaw many of the processes demanded by this project, such as printed circuit
board design rules, reflow oven assembly, conformal coating of electrical components, instrument
automation, orientation projects and training materials for new students, mentorship for members,
etc. At its peak, the HuskySat-1 project involved over 50 undergraduate students and provided a
highly interdisciplinary learning experience outside of the classroom stretching students thinking
far beyond their experiences with other school curriculum.
When beginning my research on CubeSats I found previous dissertations to be
foundational. Dissertations were, and continue to be, an essential part of the strong CubeSat
community which has progressed so far with what seems to be so little. I am amazed at what can
be accomplished by building off other's ideas and contributions. In this vein, it is my hope that the
work outlined in this thesis is carried forward. The decreasing cost of both access to space and
CubeSat development, combined with the value CubeSats add to the student learning experience
and the fact that they can support valuable science missions, makes this potential irresistible. I
anticipate CubeSats, and smallsats in general, will continue to produce significant scientific value
and increasingly will see use in applications far beyond Earth such as when searching for Earth
Trojans. I dare more students to look up into the stars knowing that it’s no longer beyond their
reach: What can we understand about the universe using a deep space CubeSat?
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